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CHAPTER 5

Not alfpoliticians are Sis)/p/our." w/oat Roman
Epicurean: were taught 41501/itpolitics

fqyf ey Fir/J

When it comes to political involvement, some of our most important
sources on early Epicureariism frame the question in terms regularly
employed by their Stoic rivals: “Will the sage engage in politics?’ Epi-
curus and Chrysippus apparently both discussed this question in Works
sharing the title On Modes 0fLzfe (Tlspi i5icov).’ Of Epicurus’ treatment
we have a two~Worcl summary: 006% Tto7\1-re\'1crE"rczi (‘and the sage will not
participate in politics’)? But if the question were really as simple as its
traditional Wording makes it seem, this answer would appear to create
complications for some, especially for converts in oligarchic aristocracies.
V/hat was someone like Cassius, the tyrannicide, to do once he came to be
a late—life convert to Epicureanism? On the face of it, if Epicureanism has
really taken hold, hewould lay down his political influence, Withdraw from
the larger society and live the rest of his life unnoticed With his Epicurean
friends. Otheiwise, if he clings to his political career and in uence, and
even risks his life for them, as Cassius did, we would suspect that he is just
dabbling in Epicureanism. As for Epicurean philosophers, we might expect
the more rigorous ones to help princes and courriers nd Ways to descend
from their positions of authority and in uence, as Epicurus did with his
friend ldomeneus, a politician from Lampsacus? And we might imagine
Epicurean philosophers who would not give such advice as parasitic pro-
fessionals, mere atterers unwilling to forego the bene ts of having rich
and powerful patrons. \Where would they be if their patron were to forfeit
his own power of patronage?
This line of thinking has coloured neatly all interpretation of Epicure-

misrn and politics. A rare exception is the recent ground—breal§ing work
of Geert Roskam, who demonstrates that there was always a flexibility in

I am grateful to David Armstrong, Kirk Sanders and Michael W/igodslcy for helpful comments on
earlier charts of this paper.

I See ]oly 1956. 1 DL 10.119. 3 For Idomeneus’ biography and Fragments, see Angeli 1981.
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Nat allpaliticizzns are Sisyphus 73

Epicureanism regarding issues like political involvementf‘ Prohibitions
were not dogmatic, but rather suggestions that should be considered accord-
ing to circumstances. According to the relevant calculus, a political career
might prove the best choice in certain cases. In general, however, the views
ofCicero and Plutatch continue to predominate, and nowhere more so than
in the interpretation ofEpicurean statesmen in the Late Roman Republic.5
This tendency has a long history in modern scholarship. For example, one
of the reasons Usenet thought that the Key Doctrines (KID) was a compila-
tion made by a not very intelligent follower rather than by Epicurus himself
was its lack of a clear affirmation of uf] 'rro7\1"ts\lrEoSo:1 (‘forego politics’)
and 7\o<6s |31cboor=5 (‘live unnoticed’). Epicutus, thought Usenet, would
surely have unambiguously stated the principle of non—involvement in
politics.6
in the light of all this, it is no surprise that Philodemus’ On the Good

King according to Homer" (De 50110 rage) has occasioned scepticism towards
both its author and its addressee, Lucius Calpurnius Piso Caesoninus. The
work assumes that a good man can deal well and to his own pro t with
princely responsibilities, and that Homer’s princes provide useful models
of good and bad behaviour. As for the addressee himself, many modern
assessments hold that Piso’s commitment to Epicureanism did not run
deep. So, for instance, Elizabeth Rawson:

One might suggest that Piso read this [i.e., On the G00dKing] . . . , glanced at some
of the other so-called diatribes, sometimes looked in on the dinner parties on the
twentieth of the month to which we saw him being invited, and for the rest felt

4 Roskam 2007 has anticipated me on several important points, although I differ from him, as I point
out, at certain signi cant jurictures. Koch zoo; strikes some of the same notes as Roslcam but is
less informed and sometimes overspeculative (see the review by Warren (:1 'Wa.rren 1007)). The
celebrated treatment ofi\/[omigliano 194.1 serves as a ne starting point. Benferhat zoo; gives :1 usefui
review of many of the important gures but lacks Rosltanfs analysis. Fowler 1989, despite many
insights, ignores much of the evidence. Miriam Grif nk informed study in Griffin and Barnes 1989 -
which contains a thorough bibliography that is updated in Grif n and Barnes I997 - shows how
difficult it can be to establish connections between the philosophical commitment of a ruler and a
particular political course of action (cf Jocelyn 1977), but this fact does not prove a lack ofgenuine
philosophical commitment on the part ofRoma.n statesmen. Such a commitment may rather be seen
more clearly in the emphasis of certain character qualities and attitudes, as Griffin herselfshows with
regard to Piso in Grif n aoor.

7 Castnet 1988, for example, assumes throughout her prosopogtaphy of Epicurean statesmen in the
Late Republic that political activity equates with an insincere or unintelligent commitment to
Epicureanism. So she says by way of comment on Trebatius’ commitment to Epicureariism: ‘such
adherence among Romans was super cial in that it presented little hindrance to a full range of the
political activities traditional for the upper classes’ (72).

6 Usenet 1887: xliv.
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that a tame Greek philosopher about the villa was a status-symbol, and should be
allowed to get on with his work?

Recent work on Piso by Miriam Griffin has taken a much more positive
approach. According to Griffin, Cicero’s In Pisonem ‘provides us with clear
evidence that Piso himself openly expressed his Epicurean convictions
and explained his actions in terms of them’.8 Moreover, she demonstrates
that there is a remarkable correspondence between Philodernus’ good king
and what we know of Piso’s own character and career? When one also
considers the inscriptional and other evidence attesting that Piso’s daughter,
Calpurnia, and even their freedrnen and freedwomen were committed
Epicure:-1ns,‘° the possibility that Piso hirnself was earnestly committed to
his philosophy must itself be taken seriously.
More devastating charges have been directed against Philodemus as the

author of such a work. The issue is not advising a ruler per se, since
several Epicureans are known to have done this,“ but the nature of the
treatise itself. In the in uential article ‘Lucretius and politics’, Don Fowler
argued forcefully that a positive case for Epicurean kingship md political
leadership cannot be made. The issue of On the Goad King surfaces only
brie y, and Fowler states simply that he hopes to deal with the treatise
at some later date but that perhaps, as Oswyn Murray once claimed, the
treatise does not have important connections with Epicurean philosophy
after all.“ The implication is clear: if On the Good King were genuinely

7 Rawson 1985: 59; c€ Rawsori I989: 233, ‘Philodemus’ On the Good ngatrordingru Homer is written
by the author rather as poet and critic than as Epicurean philosopher.’ Cf. also Iocelyn 1977: 352.,
‘It is interesting that Philoclernus went against all Epicurean tradition and dedicated a treatise on 6
ewes; l5c:o1?\s\3§ to his Roman patron Piso.’ Roskarn 2007: 113-5, is right to claim that there is no
contradiction between Philodernus' philosophy and the substance of On the Goadl ng according to
Homer.

3 Griffin zoorz 90. Grirrial 1966 also ralces Piso's Epicureariism seriously.
9 Grif n zoor: 89-90. Nisbet r96r: xvi, plays down the possible in uence of his philosophy: ‘[H1is
political moderation depended on native common sense rather than on philosophical theory’. Even
to open the possibility that philosophers might make a difference in their patrons is to go against
the grain ofsorne scholarship, e.g. jocelyn I977: 352; cf. Dorandi 2005.
See Armstrong r993: zoo-1 n. 1.9; Boyancé 1955.
For a use il survey, see Benferhar 2005: 43-56.
Fowler 1939: 133, ‘['P]erl-laps we have no alternative but to return to Murray’s view of that treatise
[re in Murray 1965: I65] as not in essence an Epicurean work’. Fowler was more emphatic in his
review ofDorandi’s edition of On the Goadl ng (m Fowler 1986): ‘There is no doubt that the work
is unorthodox [re with regard to Epicurean attitudes towards poetry and politics], but I suspect
Dorandi is right to point to works like Epicurus’ On Kr'ng:hr}> as possible forerunners.’ CF. also
Murray 19841: 136, which stares that On the Good King‘belongs not with Philodemus’ philosophy
but with his poetry’. I agree with Murray and Fowler that the treatise is not an inrnz-st/9001Work, but
would argue that it is very much in keeping with Philodemus' philosophy. it had been previously
supposed, for example, that On r/1: Good Kingwas inconsistent with Philodemus’ own teaching in
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Epicurean — written by an Epicurean to an Epicurean - it would argue that
power never truly creates safety, which can only be found by withdrawing
from public life to the company ofEpicurean friends.
I maintain instead that On the GoadKlingitselfconstitutes a positive case

for a form ofEpicurean states1nanship.‘3 Although Philodemus’ analysis of
Homeric kings makes use ofseveral stock elements from kingship literature,
he concentrates on one theme especially compatible with Epicureanisrn,
and one, I think, especially articulated within the school. KID 7 identi es
glory as a risky pleasure, but adds that there would be no reason not to enjoy
it were it risk—free. A ruler’s virtuous exercise of power leads to, or at least
tends to promote, his safety.“ I suggest that, with the help of Philodernus
and others like him, Roman statesmen were able to connect two strands
of Epicurean thought in order to justify their political life: one, that a
person’s virtues are productive of the good will and love of others, actual
pleasures in thernselves;‘5 the other, that power can in fact lead to safety.
Combining the two could result in the claim that the virtuous exercise of
political power can sometimes provide safety as Well as pleasure to a ruler.
Epicurean statesmen in previous generations likely held a similar point of
view.
The suggestion that Epicurus and his followers believed power capable

of producing personal safety has itself been controversial. Safety, we are
told, can only be found by withdrawing altogether from public life to the
company of like-minded friends. Epicureans of the Late Republic clearly
thought otherwise, and I maintain that there is a good case to be made in
their defence on Epicurean terms.'Rather than something inexplicable,” or
a re ection of an inability or unwillingness to reconcile their philosophical
commitments with their public life,” the decision of such men to engage

On Poems, in which he denies that moral teaching belongs to poetry’s essence, and suggests that
poetry is a poor medium for conveying philosophical thoughts; however, Asrnis 1991 has shown how
it is entirely consistent with Philodemus’ views to discover moral teaching in Homer nonetheless.

‘3 Others have already made the suggestion, albeit without the kind of detailed support I provide
here, that Orr r/as Goodffingwas written in the tradition ofearlier Epicurean thought (now lost) on
kingship; see, e.g., Wuten 1002: 156-7.

“' Constrast Scho eld zooo: 455, ‘The treatise contains nothing distinctively Epicurean in doctrine,
but probably this is due principally to the conventions of the genre, which seems to have dealt in
variations of stock themes inherited from Isocrates' Ta 1\fz'cacle.r and similar writings rather than
in argument from rst principles.’ My own forthcoming edition of the treatise reveals the need to
modify this assessment.
On this see Cassius’ reply to a letter of Cicero’s (Pam. 15.19) and Armstrong’s discussion of it in
ch. 6 of this volume (pp. 111-13).
CE Momigliano 2941: 157.
Cf. Maslowslci I978: 222., ‘Epicureanism with them was more of a personal matter than a doctrine
guiding their public activities.’

15
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in politics was perfectly reasonable within an Epicurean frarneworlt, given
their life situations. \Without denying that the best life was one of complete
withdrawal from politicsfs these men afhrrned that someone who for
justifiable reasons was unable completely to avoid politics, could still enjoy
many of the bene ts of Epicureanisrn. Epicurus and his followers did not
discourage the possession of power per se, only the ambitious pursuit of it.
Their position was much more nuanced than Cicero and Plutarch or their
modern counterparts would have us believe.
I shall begin not with Epicurus’ own opinions on politics and power,

but with the Sisyphus allegory as found in Lucretius (3995-1002), which
nowadays is thought to show the vanity and futility of all politics. I shall
then move on to discuss other passages in De remm namm (DRN) (in
particular 51120-34) that are thought to present aview ofpower and safety
according to which political life is always the worst choice. In conjunction
with these verses, I will examine Epicurus’ Key Doctrine 7 as well as a
passage from Philodemus’ O1/1 Vices, which contrasts with Lucretius by
discussing how a virtuous, as opposed to a vicious, person may pursue
safety through a good reputation. Finally, I shall consider how power,
safety and politics are treated by Torquatus in Cicero’s De nibus and by
Philodemus in his own On the GoodKing.
In Lucretius we nd a striking ambiguity about politics. The poem

begins with a prayer to Venus that she and Mars embrace, since in time
of trouble (pizrriai tempera iniquo) Lucretius cannot engage in his philo—
sophical writing, and Memmius must dedicate himself to politics for the
common good (1.41—3). Memrnius’ political activities are portrayed as legit-
imate duties. Lucretius does not want him to abandon them during this
time of the Republic’s need. This opening has proven difficult to reconcile
with the prevailing interpretation of other passages, including that of the
allegory of Sisyphus in 3.995—1ooa:

Sisyphus in vita quoque nobis ante ocuios est, 995
qui petere a popoio fasces saevasque secures
irnbibit et semper victus trisrisque recedit.
norm perere imperium quad immest nec dzztur umgurzm, 998

‘S This is expressed clearly at the end of KD 14, according to which ‘the purest security is that
which comes from a quiet life and withdrawal from the many’ (tr. InwoodJGerson). The nature
of Epicurean withdrawal from society is generally misunderstood, as Asmis 1004: 13$ has noted:
‘Wh e opposing traditional values, Epicureanism does not remove the individual from the rest of
society. It keeps a person integrated in the daily routine of ordinary life while shifting his or her
aims away from those of the rest of society.’ Further (140): ‘The life that they shared with other
Epicureans was especially important; it was, in a sense, the only real life. Yet there was also a life,
however attenuated, outside the Garden, and Epicurus gave instructions on how to cope with it.’
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atque in eo semper durum sufferre laborem,
hoc est adverso nixantern trudere rnonte rooo
saxurn quod tarnen e surnmo iam vertice rursttrn
volvitur et plani raptim petit aequora campi.

Sisyphus, too, is here in life before out eyes, he who thirsts to seek the rods and
awesome axes from the people and always goes away defeated and dejected. For
to seek an imperium that is in vain and is not ever gnmted, and always to undergo
harsh labors in the process, this is to struggle to push up the face of a mount n
a stone which rolls still yet again from the highest summit and rapidly seeks the
level areas of the even plain. (Tr. Englert, with minor changes)

The last 100 years has witnessed the emergence of a nearly universal schol-
arly consensus regarding the meaning of line 998. The view, rst hinted at
by Lemaire in 1838, was fully articulated by Giussani:

Power is in essence illusory; one never has true power, because it is always con-
nected with much servitude, with too many obligations and concerns for oth-
ers. . . Lucretius compues to Sisyphus not only the candidates who repeatedly
remain at the bottom of the ladder, but also the fortunate. For that reason, quad
immerr net darur umquam is essential: even Pompey and Caesar are among the
Sisyphuses.‘9

This declaration ofexistentiai despair, we are to understand, makes even the
winners ofelections resernbie Sisyphus, because imperium itselfis essentially
empty and never conferred, no matter the actual election outcorne.” David
West starts from this position and then takes it a step further.“ According
to West, the rock making for the level plain (plani peril‘ aequonz campi)
is itself a reference to successful candidates who, alter their year’s term in
of ce, return to the Campus Martins ‘to stand for election again’?

‘9 Giussani 1896-8: vol. rn, p. 12;. I present Lemaire’s comment below.
1° Subsequent commentators have Followed suit; cF., e.g., Kenney 1971 ad t’ac., ‘For the false idea that

power confers security cf. 59-8611. net damr umquam means that the imperium that men promise
themselves is illusory and unobtainabie.’ So also P. Brown 1997 ad lac. Heinze’s commentary on
Book 3 (= I-Ieinze 1897) was published in the same year-as Giussani’s. Unfortunately, I-leinze does
not comment upon net n’¢tm1- umquam, and so we cannot tell the full extent of his agreement with
Giussani, but he does agree that imperium is something empty per se.
D. West 1969: IOI, “To be a candidate for power, which is an illusion, and is never given” can mean
only that all political power is hollow, that even those who win elections have achieved nothing.’
Ibid.: 101-2. Wat reiterates the point on p. 102: ‘[E]ven if you get to the top, you must down
again to the Campus, that is to say even if you are elected you must presently demit of ce and
prepare to ght your next election’. Wests view has, to my knowledge, gone unchallenged, with
the single exception of a brief criticism in a review of the book by M. L. Clarke (2 Clarke 1971):
‘Lucretius says de nitely that the Sisyphus of this world is the politician who is always defeated
in elections; West, in some COn 1Sil'\g paragraphs, tries to show that he also had in mind electoral
success, because Sisyphus’ stone reached the top before it rolled down again.’ Fowler 1989: 140

11

27.
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'Whatever its attractions on a literary~critical level, such an interpre-
tation entails major anachronisrns and ignores basic facts of the Roman
constitution for the period under consideration. Only two senatorial offices
conferred imperium, the praetorship and the consulship. West’s suggestion
of successful candidates returning immediately after their year as consul or
praetor for another term to explain the allegory ofSisyphus and his rock is
not easily reconciled with Roman history. Lucretius presumably describes
a phenomenon current in his own day (nobis ante ocular), which neither
successive consulships nor a consulship following directly upon a praetor—
ship Were. Not since Marius had consulships been consecutively repeated,
and no one was praetor twice.“ Pompey held the consulship three times
(70, 55 and 52) but never consecutively As far as we know, no statesmen in
Lucretius’ day tried for the consulship in the year immediately following a
term as praetor or for consecutive consulships. We can say With certainty
that none succeeded in doing so. Moreover, as with the preceding allegories
(3.98r—94) on iépoog and ingratitude respectively, we would expect the Sisy-
phus allegory to describe a general phenomenon, not something that could
have applied at most to a handful of statesmen of the day, even were we to
assign the poem a date later t.han the ante 54 BC usually supposed.“ The
reasons are not hard to nd as to why a second consulship was attempted
only in the rarest of circumstances, even after an interval of some years.
Holding the consulship once marked a man for life and meant both the
entrance into a privileged inner circle of the Senate and the attainment (if
desired) of new kingly power as a proconsul whose tenure usuaily lasted
for several years.” Accordingly, there was rarely any reason, at least when
Lucretius was writing his poem, Why anyone would even want to hold the
consulship more than once. West’s interpretation seems to con ict with
these important facts ofRoman political life.
Against the prevailing existentialist interpretation of the passage, I pro-

pose reviving the view held by some (perhaps all) commentators prior to
Lemaire. Simply put, the passage refers to a perennial candidate for praetor

endorses \West's view, as does Gale 2001: 94, although Gale never loses sight of the Fact that the
passage is primarily about ambition. Qthers following West include Gigandet I998: 70, 377»-8 and
Edwards 2007: 82. Nussbaurn 1994: 118-19, embraces an existential view of the passage, if not Wat’:
explicit formulation. Benferhat 2005: 83, views Lucretius as not departing from Epicurus here, but
claims that political activity ‘seen-is to be thoroughly condemned’ in the passage.

15 Marius held the consulsi-tip seven times: I07, 104-100, and 86. Q. Caecilius Metellus Numidicus,
consul in x09, tried unsuccess illy for a second consulship in too (see Broughton 1991: 9).

1“ For the possibility of a later date, see Hutchinson 2001 and Canfora r993.
*5 Proconsuls were often considered as counterparts to Hellenistic kings, on which see Rawson I975.
ln the jos, when DRNwas probably written, the period of tenure abroad was longer than usual (see
Badian and Lintott 1996).
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or consul, one who cannot win election but continues to try, and noth»
ing more. Certainly; this is the how the earliest surviving commentary on
the passage, contained within remarks by Servius on Aeneid 6. 596, inter-
prets it. Servius’ comment presents a fairly extended interpretation of the
three allegories in Lucr. 3.978—ro1o. On Sisyphus he writes: per ear auzfem
qui ‘saxum vol:/uni’ rzmbitum vulr er repulmm rignz cari, quiz: same! repulsi
petirorer zzmbire mm deriz/aunt (‘By those however who “roll their stone”
Lucretius will have it that political ambition and the “repulsa” [i.e. elec-
toral loss], is signi ed, because once they become “repulsi” [i.e. electorally
defeated] the candidates do not quit campaigning’). This comment almost
certainly extends back to earlier interpretations, perhaps even to Probus,
who published a critical edition of Lucretius. Beginning here and extend-
ing through to Lernaire in 1838, I have been unable to nd any evidence
that the Sisphyus passage was ever taken to refer to anything other than
a perennial candidate.“ Len1aire’s own commentary on the passage func-
tions as something of an interpretative bridge, in that he presents both the
older view and (only tentatively) the newer one. Commenting on the word
imme in 998 he writes: an quia nunquam damn velporiurper re mnum est,
neque ad /aominzk veramfélzdmtem quidquam con rt? (‘Perhaps because “it
is never granted”; or rather because it is empty in itself and contributes
nothing to the true happiness ofa mar-1?’) Ofcourse, the fact that the newer
reading seen-is not to have held any currency in pre-modern interpretation
of the poem does not mean that the current consensus is incorrect, but it
does suggest that the oid view, all but forgotten, is Worth re-examining.
To begin with the most obvious aspect of earlier interpretation, net drztur
umquam does not mean that power is never in any context conferred, or
that power is unreal,” but that it is never in r/12': particular care conferred,
because the politician never gets elected to an office with z'm_perz'um.28 The

*5 Creech’s edition oF1818 (revised by Bentley) gives this paraphrase an’ lac: nampm-re imperium quad
ustra petixur, nee zmzquam damr 6-131 ea per-endo improl-um labarem remprr rurzinere, idpm cra
err camzri saxum voluere adverse mam: (‘For to seek irnperium, which is sought in vain “and never
granted" and always to undergo tiresome labor in seeking it, this is truly to try to roll a stone with
a mountain [slope] opposing it’). Creech clearly intends qund usrra petitur to pa.rapl':.re_se quad
inanert as Qoerere imperium) quad inane errperere. ncc umquam datw; rm‘ rzizrur umqr-mm is explained
as identical with inane errpetere. This is re ected in his translation (Creech 1682) as well in other
translations of the period, e.g. Drydei-i’s: ‘For still to aim at pow’: and still to fail, / Ever to strive
and never to prevail’. For the period after Lemaire but before Giussani, Bockerntlller 1874 clearly
holds to the traditional view, remarking on quad inane mt ‘welehes ir den eifrigen Bittsteller in so
veit gar nichr vorhanden ist, als er es niemals erhiilt’.

*7 On this passage, c Minyard 1985: 48, ‘]mpm'um is a name without reference in the world of things.
It is, in Epicurean terms, part of the void.’
It is important to keep in mind that imperium here is not ‘power’ in general, but rather (see OLD
s.v. 5) ‘an office, rnagistracy, or command involving supreme power’.

28
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imperium is thus never granted. But how do we understand inane on this
reading? For Creech inane describes an imperium that is sought in vain
(quad mtrapetimr)” Seeking consular imperium in vain, i.e. not getting
elected, is to be Sisyphus.
A similar line ofinterpretation yields a better account of imme. A Roman

reader would have understood that the kind of person envisioned in the
passage has already advanced to the lower levels ofthe Senate, a prerequisite
for someone seeking imperium. And yet there is no indication that there
was anything Sisyphean about his earlier efforts to becorne quaestor or
aedile. Nor is there any reason to suppose that Lucretius means to convey a
general principle to the effect that political involvement at the lower levels of
government is permissible for the virtuous person, but forbidden to him at
its higher levels. The passage is better tmderstood as a satire ofthe politician
who does not know his limits.” He has managed to attain the lower levels
of the cu:/sus, but to try to go further, and fail continually in the attempt,
is to be like Sisyphus. This object of satire may be someone attempting to
become a not/us /aomo Without the necessary backing, but whose ambition
drives him to run repeatedly for of ce. Or he may be someone from the
nobility who, despite his social connections, proves incapable ofmaking it
to the top but continues trying nonetheless?‘ His resulting embarrassment
is called repulse, as part of the common vocabulary of Roman politics, and
was feared as a disgrace.“ The imperium here is imme because repeated
failed efforts have shown that it is beyond reach, a vain and unachievable
goal. Alternatively, we may understand imperium as something empty per
se, though without the implications assumed by modern interpreters. Like
wealth or luxurious food, political power should never be treated as a nal
goal. Myone who treats it as such, and fails repeatedly in the process,
is like Sisyphus.” Even this view does not irnpiy that power is somehow

19 Creech 1695 ad lac.
3° Godwin 2004: 74 also reads the Sisyphus passage as satire, but for him a major part of the satire

depends on the idea that even apparent Winners in politics are really losers. An unquali ed ciairn of
this sort about political involvement would seem to me to spoil the satire.

5‘ The most famous American perennial candidate, Harold Stassen, provides a good example. AFter
winning a term as governor ofMinnesota, Stassen ran for the Republican nomination for president
nine times without success.

3’ Cf. Cic. Fin. 1.71; on rqzulri see Broughton 1991: 4, who suggests that losing the rst time might have
helped candidates get elected on the second try. According to Hopkins 1983: 33, ‘losing elections
was tolerable to upper-class Romans, because it involved only political, not social demise’. Whether
this is true or not, perpetual political defeat must have been held in contempt.

33 Desires that are both non-natural and non-necessary are referred to in Cic. Fin. 1.59 as inane:
(= Kauai): animi aurem mnrbi run: cnpidate: immense: at inane: diviriamm, gloriae, damimtzianir,
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unreal. The paraphrase ‘imperium is not given because it does not really
exist’ is unjusti able.’ The words nec dorm" umquam refer to the fact that
z'mperz'um is not granted to the candidate, because he continually loses.
Thus, on any acceptable construal of imperium, the passage cannot be read
as a prohibition of politics tour court. Rather, it satirizes the destructive
desire for prestige and power.
The existentialist interpretation ofthe passage is also untrue to Epicurus

and the history of Epicureanism. Like most other philosophical schools,
Epicureanisrn denies that political and military authority is all it may seem.
Such authority is often precarious and limited. In 51226-33, Lucretius
describes how even the prayers and vows of a consul may not prevent
a erce storm from obliterating the eet: He follows this by remarking
(in an echo of 3.996) how a hidden power similarly crushes humanity
‘and seems to trample upon the noble rods and the cruel axes {pulchros
zscis saewzsque secures proculmre), and hold them in derision’ (51234-
5). But while authority may be tenuous and subject to other powers, it
is not therefore unreal or incapable of ever actually being conferred. This
distinction has too seldom been appreciated. Bailey’s commentary on Lucr.
3.998 includes the claim that ‘power is always futile, i.e., as Epicurus says, it
does not give aspha[ez'¢z’.54 A. A. Long, citing KD 7 and 14, approaches the
same opinion: ‘He [:c. Epicurus] diagnoses political ambition as a “desire
for protection from men”, and argues that this [i.e. security from men] in
fact can only be secured by a quiet life in retirement from public afFa.irs.’35
The words ‘always’ and ‘only’ in these respective commentaries are poten-

tially deceptive. Let us examine what Epicurus says in KD 7:

Libidinasamm eriam uoluprarum (‘Illnesses of the mind are boundless and empty desires for riches,
glory, dominion and even sexual pleasures’). Phld. Dc elm: col. 5,r1—17 Indelli/Tsouna-McKirahan
illustrates the limits to which one may go in trying to realize such empty desires: Evsxei ydxp *r6;[v]
elvo-ror"ro.w rfog émcryicouo-rt'xl'rwv TE: Xo:7\s1'ro'J"ro:1’ €:vcx5é|X{o]v-rcn |<on<o'i, 5UVCtUTElO:§ l Aéyw KD2i
7\txu'rtp6i§ Sé ng | Kcxi 'rr[e]plouoicx5 finepuyo lqng Kai -r[pu]cp5ov Toioutoav I Kai "rrinv :‘;uoico[v]
(‘For on account of the most alien and unnecessary desires (I mean desires for power and a glorious
reputation and extravagant surplus and such Euxuries and the like) they assume the harshest evils’).

54 Italics mine.
35 Long 19862.: 7r (italics mine); Long 1986b, however, seems to equivocate on this: ‘But he {i.e.

Epicurus] does not categorically deny that the head of General Motors or the President of the USA
could achieve an Epicurean happiness’ (293). He then goes on to quote KD 7 in support. However,
in a reply to Gigon recorded in a transcription of conference discussion, Long seems to lean against
this possibility (37.4). After staring that deleting éipx g KCIl [3ozcri7\elot5 from KD 6, as do Usener
and Bailey, is a rnistake, he adds: ‘But i am inclined to read {CD 7, the clearer and Fuller statement,
cotuaterfactually: political power could not be impugned it if actually generated do'<pc'x7\eic:, but in
pmczice it Fails to achieve this’ (emphasis Long's). Fowler 1989: 131 n. 51, invokes the authority of this
latter statement For his own position.
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”Ev5o§oi Keri 1-rspi[57\e'1"r"roi T1VE§ El-}ou7\'| 9ncrorv yevéo cxi, T‘{"]\J é§ otv pcb-rroov
éto'q>ot7\s1orv oilttto voui ovteg Trspt1toi1'1o'eo6on chore, ei ulzv otocpcr7\1‘1§ 6 'rtT:n1
-rotor’:-rcov Bios, r’x"rré7\o:[5ov "to T g qailrostog system ei as uh t’xcrcpc<7\r']§, o\’JK
exovow of: evekor é ocpx g Kot-tor to 'f“F]§ qnuoscog oixeiov dopéxtlnocxv.

Some people conceived awish to l3ecOme famous andheld in high honour, thinking
that they would thus acquire security from rrien. Consequently, if the life of such
men is safe, they received a natural good; but if it is not safe they do not possess
that for the sake of which from the start they conceived a desire which was in
accord with What is suitable to nature.

The subject is clearly public prorninence, and most likely political promi-
nence in particular. The limited context provided by the ordering of the
Key Doctrines already suggests as much: the irnmediateiy preceding maxim
deals with power and ltingshipas Certainly Lucretius understood KD 7 (or
perhaps the larger context ofEpicurus from which it derives, probably also
a cultural-historical account) in this way.
In fact, Lucr. 5.rr2.o—54 can shed some light on how this Key Doctrine

should be read. Long and Sediey’s commentary on KD 7 implies, correctly
I think, that Epicurus’ own maxim allows for the possibility of the people
it describes attaining safety. Like Bailey, however, they maintain that the
passage from Lucretius does not.”

at claros homines voluerunt se atque potentes, H20
ut fundarnento stabili formna maneret
et placidarn possent opulenti degere vitatn —
nequiquarn, quoniarn ad surnmum succedere honorem
certantes iter infestum fecere viai,
et tamen e surnmo, quasi fulmen, deicit ictos I115
invidia interdum contemptirn in Tartara taetra,
invidia quoniam, ceu fulmine, summa vapotant
plerurnque et quae sun: aliis rnagis eclita cumque;
ut satius multo iatn sit parere quieturn
quam tegere irnperio res velle et regna tenere. 1130
proinde sine incassum defessi sanguine sudent,

36 KD 6:"Evsi<tx -rofr Bozppsiv é Exv pcbrrrov i v Ko:-rot qai trw érpx g Kori §30(O'l?\EiCl§ otyor ov, é Gav 6w
TEOTE T00-to old; 't' 'rro<po<o'1<suc'rCso'6o:i (‘The natural good of public oflice and itingship is for
the sake of getting con dence from (other) men, (at least) from those from whom one is able to
sometimes provide this’; tr. Inwood/Gerson, slightly altered). Usenet deleted dtpx g Kozl Buoiltiug
on the grounds that they must have been a gloss on EE riw.

57 LS vol. ii, p. I31: ‘Lucretius develops the point [ta of KD 7] at length, Lucr. 112055., but without
entertaining the theoretical possibility that such a life could achieve ozoq>c'>:7\e:tx.‘ Cf. Roskam 2007:
94, comparing Lucretius and Epicutus more generally: ‘It is ciear that Lucretius is here much more
radical and apodictit than Epicurus, as he fundamentally excludes any possibility of achieving a
more permanent political success.’ For an extreme statement of this view, see Nichols 1976: 14.2.
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angustum per iter luctantes arnbitionis,
quandoquidern sapiunt alieno ex ore petuntque
res ex auditis potius quarn sensibus ipsis.

Still, human beings wanted to be famous and powerful so that their good fortune
would stand fast on a rm foundation and they with their wealth would be able
to lead a smooth life — all in vain, since struggling to advance to the height of
honour they saw to it that the path of their life was lled with danger. And yet
envy, like a thunderbolt, sometimes strikes and hurls them down with great scorn
into bitter Tartatus, since envy, like a thunderbolt, usually sets ablaze the heights
and whatever raises up higher than the rest. Thus it is much better to obey quietly
than to desire supreme command over things and to rule kingdoms. Therefore
let them get exhausted and sweat blood in vain, struggling with difficulty along
the narrow path of ambition, since their wisdom comes from another’s mouth
and they are seeking things more from hearsay than from their own feelings. (Tr.
Englert, with slight changes)

Lucretius appears to interpret the conditional '15 the life of such men is
safe they achieved a natural good’ from KD 7 as a counterfactual express-
ing an ironic impossibility. The attempt of these men to create safety has
been in vain (nequiguam). Their struggle to reach the top creates its own
unintended perils (rI23—4). But Lucretius’ subsequent description of bow
their path is made dangerous contains some surprises. He says that ‘resent~
rnent om time to time (inrerdum) strikes and hurls them down with great
scorn into bitter Tartarus, since resentment, like a thunderbolt, urualiji
(lo/emmque) sets ablaze the heights and whatever raises up higher than the
rest’ (1Iz6—8). Odds that lie somewhere between ‘sometimes’ and ‘usually’
admittedly do not inspire much con dence. Nevertheless, the character-
ization of these men’s search for security as nequiquam seems excessively
strong, almost misleading. Long and Sedley’s translation of lines 1r25~
6 suggests one way of removing this dif culty: ‘Even from the summit,
resentment in a while, like a thunderbolt, strikes and hurls them down
with ignorniny into a Foul abyss.“ This way of rendering interdum creates
continuity by maintaining the absolute tone of nequiquam. These safety-
seekers may not meet their destruction immediately; but it is certain to
happen eventually Any contingency thatplerumgue might have suggested
in the next line is thus obscured. Despite its attractions here, however, this

55 The French translation otiong and Seldey by Brunschwig and Pellegrin (= Long and Sedley zoor)
does not translate the word inrerdum at all, unless as ‘souclain’: ‘Meme parvenus au sommet, l’erivie,
cornrne la foudre, les frappe soudain et les précipite ignorninieusement dans Yhorrible Tarrare’
(1115—6).
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meaning for inrerdum is otherwise unattested.” The correct translation is
therefore almost certainly ‘from time to time’. We are left with the apparent
incongruity between the certainty of nequiquzzm and the more quali ed
vocabulary that follows it.‘*° Rather than attempt to eliminate the incon-
gruity, I suggest that we see this passage as one example of a pattern found
throughout the DRN, according to which Lucretius rst stakes out an
extreme position before intentionally providing the reader something ofan
out in choice places. \Without abandoning his extreme rhetoric, Lucretius
nevertheless acknowledges the possibility (however remote) that safety may
indeed come from prominence and political power. His acltnowledgement
ofthis more moderate position lends authority to reading K1) 7 in the sarne
way. An allowance is made, though cautiously and perhaps even somewhat
begrudgingly, for nding safety through political power. Lucretius’ ulti-
mate position is virtually identical to that of Philodernus, for whom the
political faculty brings its possessors ‘sometime: greater (good) things than
what is to be found in private life, and o en greater evils’.‘i‘
The pursuit of safety by means of one’s reputation is also discussed,

albeit in a very different light, in Philodemus’ On Flatrery (De adularione)
col. 4:

...1<oc1oav ho)/og ipzi 1<o:1<<‘x "r'rg|7\u<cxO6’ Crnouéveiv éi<'riv[s1v] | eivexor "rélw
treprooc7\cov oul [.]ncre}[.' l 5o§oc "toivuv Xcirpw é<oq>cz7\eio:§ é icbx n i<c:r"rc‘x <p\'Jlo"w,
v ié eotrw Exew KOSl i51|cb-mi KC(l qamooocpcoi, KCXKlQ[§ 1 8 o]f.I trotting, év

orig F] 1<o7\o:1<sior | [Trp]co-rot[y]c9v1[cr-r]eT Kai usi[Qo}lvér [YE c’x5o§[i]ocv gi[r<]
'|t[s]p1'ri$[n|o1v Errocv s]08o§iocv értroTs7_\[eT|v Trpoo8o:<c"r'r<x1 . . . 4‘

. . . the argument demonstrates that they endure to pay such a great price in evils on
account of. . . ; so therefore, good repute was pursued according to nature for the
sake of security (from men), good repute which is open to non-philosophical men
and philosophers alike; not for the sake ofany vice, among which [re vices] attery
plays the rst role, and recitlessly” puts upon one greater disrepute Whenever it is
supposed to accomplish good repute. . .

59 The only other meaning given in the OLD is ‘in the meantime’, ‘meanwhile’; ‘for the time being’,
but this is a very late usage (Silius Italicus and Apuleius).

4° Interdum is like the Tro-re in KD 6, quoted above in note 36 of this chapter, p. 82, and in DL
ro,1z1b: K l \‘1-trap q>i7\ou -rroté -rs6vr'1§so9cu (‘on occasion the sage will die on behalf of a friend’).
This obviously does not happen always nor (in a given person’s life!) frequently, but it can happen
and must be taken into account. Cf. also the trots in DL 10.119, quoted below in note 82 of this
chapter, p. 93.
Phld. R/aer. 1 col. 14a,7_6~»S I-iammerstaedt: Etrrug 6-rs L wrlsito Tcbv Ev i6[1]cm'ellq, 'rro?\7\du<1§ as
1<[on<]é_x 'rr7\eilw.

4‘ The text is from Gargiulo 198x: I07.
‘*3 gi[i<]'F] in place ofGargiu.lo’s 0<i[i<] , which is a poetic Form, was suggested to me by DavidArmstrong_

On eix , cf. Chadwick 1996: 97. This portion of On Fbzrteify survives only in a disegno.

41
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The situation the papyrus describes is not entirely clear. Someone, perhaps
Epicurus himself, is being defended against the charge of attery“ The
text would seem to have a political dimension, or at least be open to
such an application. It initially appears that Philodemus departs from the
position expressed by Epicurus in KD 7 and elsewhere.“ Michael Erler
has suggested that this statement constitutes a concession on the part of
Philodernus to his Roman audience.“ The focus is certainly different from
that of KD 7. In the rst place, this fragment deals with seeking merely a
good reputation, not celebrity status and fame. This observation in turn
suggests a more important point about the sort ofpeople under discussion
in the fragment. Unlike Lucretius in the passages cited and Epicurus in KD
7, Philodemus has in mind a goodperron who pursues a good reputation
for the sake of security. Such a person, unlike a flatterer, can seek good
repute Koctor tpucrzv, in accordance with nature, and ‘not for the sake of any
vice’.47 This characterization implies that his reasons are based in fact and
an accurate assessment of his own advantage, not perverted by any false
opinioi-1.48
Why does Lucretius by contrast never explicitly consider the possibility

that safety can be acquired through political power? Hedonic calculations,
though crucial to Epicureanism, did not present him with rhetorically and
therapeutically compelling prospects. The therapeutic effectiveness of his

44 Gar iulo I 81: Io , oints out that E icurus was accused of atterin Mithres, minister to Anti onus5 P 5
(Di. 10.4), and suggests alternatively that Philodemus may also have his own defence in mind, in
view of the kind ofaccusations that arose from his service to Piso.

‘*5 DL I0.I2oa: r-;Cr'6o§iotgé1'ri 'rocroD'rou Trpovor']o'so9ou, Fsq>' oov tn‘) Kocruqipov oeu oci (‘The sage
will pay just so much regard to his reputation as not to be looked down upon’).
Erler 1992a: :96. Gargiulo 198:: 105, takes a similar view. Roskarn zoo7: 111-12, disagrees with Erler
and associates this passage with IQ) 6 and KD 7; however, he fails to note the crucial fact that [CD
7 primarily deals with vicious persons, Whereas this fragment from On Vice: refers to the virtuous
pursuit ofreputation. It is true, as Roskarn affirms (113) that fame is not Philoclemus' preferred road
to security, but the vices against which Philodernus elsewhere warns (<pl7\o-rluioz and o oxotticx) are
not shared by the person here referred to. As a result, Roskarrfs discussion on the perils ofambition,
while accurate and insightful in itself, does not seem to me to follow naturally from a discussion of
this fragment.
Gargiulo's rendering of Kot|<io<[§ I 5' o]Cr Trdcrqg as ‘e non esclusivarnenre per vizio’ cannot be
correct. Roskam (2007: :13) was aware of the grammatical dif culty, and accorclingiyleft the text
unsupplemented. But while Gargiulo’s construal of the passage cannot be defended, his text itself
can. The phrase oi’; W51; can be used as an equivalent ofouosig (see LS] s.v. 'n'5r§ B.‘/I). Such a usage
is in fact frequent in the Greek of the New Testament, on which see Arndt er al. zooo s.v. 'rr6:5 r.a.cr
mé nem. Regarding the use ofoi’: "mi; for oi’J6ei; in Philodernus, Richard Ianlto has kindly drawn
my attention to the following parallel, or rather parallels, from On Poem: 4 col. to7,2—6 in Ianko
zoro: 'r[o 5'i'8}gov [00 1-r6r]Iuor ui|.1[n]o'[1; c’rt<o]\Qcre-r[tzt, 00} I 5'O1jr[ouvt'1ost] 115:5 T00 |<eI[o'6ou] |
Th [v trp t lvl Trepi rwlr|uo:"r[i] I ; (‘But its particularity will not be understood as just any mirnesis,
nor will anyone [o n . . rroig] make mention of [his claim] that “action is essential to the de nition
of due art ofversificatiorf”).

‘*8 Cf. Demetrius Laco Opu: irzcer-rum col. 67 Puglia.

46

47
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exempla is directly connected to their extreme and absolute nature, which
results in occasional oversimpli cations and the reduction of the more
careful and detailed casuistry found in other writers to mere qualifying
aclverbs.‘l'9 We see an example in the case ofLucretius’ initial severity, which
he later softens, regarding people’s emotional reactions to the prospect of
death.5° At times Lucretius also adopts the same harshness towards religion
that he does towuds politics, conveying the impression that there could be
nothing but evil associated with it. Elsewhere, however, he shows a more
moderate attitude that conforms with Epicurean orthodoxysz In the case of
DRN 5’s discussion of politics, despite having opened the door slightly to
a third possibility, the two options Lucretius explicitly entertains are either
abstention from politics (“obeying quietly’ parere quiemm) or embrace of
the foolish desire ‘to rule with imperium and to hold kingdoms’ (5.r1z9—3o).
Those who opt for the latter course depend for their ‘wisdom’ on other
people’s opinions rather than their own feelings, and Lucretius suggests that
one would do best simply to leave them ‘struggling on the narrow path
of ambition’ (113r—4). Their disillusionment results from blindly treating a
non-natural and non-necessary desire as though it were instead both natural
and necessary. As described in DRN3, the bad rnan animated by the fear of
death is full ofzzmbitio and invidia and driven by greed and ‘blind lust for
honours’ (hanomm caem cupidol (3.59). He is friendless and treacherous.
It comes as no surprise that his position is unlikely to be secure, given that
he makes one wrong choice after the other both as a human being and as
a ruler. Such a man is quite the opposite of the one Philodernus considers
in the fragment from On Flrzzrerg/, whose pursuit of a good reputation is
prompted by nature and not by any vicious motive.
One unfortunate result of Lucretius’ choice to focus exclusively (with

the exception of Mernrnius) on vicious people in politics has been the

49 In the ‘diatribe’ portion of Philodemus’ Or: Anger there are descriptions of angry people so extreme
as to seem absurd to us, but this was part and parcel of the therapeutic technique: ‘as for emotions
in our soul that are consequent upon our own entertainment of False opinion — some (bad for us)
in kind, some by their intensity - the c/aitffcaztse oftheir drlrmirral liar in ourperceiving their inrensigv
and t/ac mass afzvils r/way crmmin and [wring along with them’ (col. 6,i3—21). Extreme examples were
apparently regarded as the most ef cacious. On the technique in Philodemus, see Tsouna zoora as
well as her ch. 9 of this volume.

5° Cf. Fish I998 on Lucr. 3333-4 and 3.951.“-3.
5‘ '\ll7itl-rout a theology that rernovm the fear of the gods, one cannot ‘approach their shrines with a

peaceful heart’ (delubm deumplacida cum pasture adibis) (6.75). Bailey comments on this line: “We
may perhaps guess that Lucretius himself did not show the same devotion as his master.’ But newer
studies have focused more on Lucretius’ developing expectations of the reader over the course of
the poem (see esp. both Vollt zooz and Solomon 7.004). By this late point in the poem one can be
con dent that Lucretius expects his reader to know the truth about religion, thus allowing him to
join in conventional worship with a peaceful heart.
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shared assumption over the last century of scholarship that he regards
anyone in a position of political power as necessarily - lled with greed
and ambition. Whereas in fact it is only ‘desiring to rule with rimperium
and to hold kingdoms’ that Lucretius denounces (51130), commentators
have rnistaltenly taken ruling generally or the possession of any political
power whatsoever as also coming in for condemnation. It is difficult to
nd fault with those who advocate such a reading, insofar as they seem
to have been led to it by a kind of Lucretian sleight of hand. It may even
be that Lucretius wants his readers to embrace this more negative view
of politics. Nevertheless, there remains within DRN both space for the
orthodox view and even some acknowledgement of it. Thus, for example,
Lucretius acknowledges both the nobility by birth of the poem’s addressee
(Memmi clam prapago), and the need for him to attend to politics more
than philosophy in the trying times Rome currently faces (pzztrz'¢zz' tempura
zhiqua) (r.4r—3). Exbypatberi, the purpose ofthe poem cannot have been to
withdraw Merntnius from politics.” In the end, Lucretius’ position is both
faithful to Epicurus and compatible with that of his own contemporary,
Philodernus, even if Lucretius’ own treatment of the subject lacks the
nuances found in their works.
Any discussion ofEpicurean sources treating the idea that a ruler might

obtain safety through a reputation for virtue must also include the first book
of Cicero’s De niéus, a work roughly contemporaneous WlI1l'l Lucretius’
poem, in which T Manlius Torquatus plays the role of the Epicurean
spokesman. In the course of discussing the bravery ofhis ancestor, Manlius
Torquatus Imperiosus, who as general put his own son to death for insub-
ordination, the younger Torquatus credits the elder’s bravery with securing
‘honour and affection (laudem er mrimtem), which are the strongest guar~
antees of leading a life without fear (vitae sine metu degendae praesidzkz
rmz'r.rz'ma)’.53 His infamous severity is said to have been aimed at securing
the safety of his fellow citizens ‘on which he knew his own depended’.54
Cicero of course rejected the idea that the principal value ofpolitical virtue
is to create safety for the statesman himself. He represents the risks he
himself underwent in quite the opposite terms, claiming to have sacrificed

5‘ As Benferhar 2oo9: 395 rightly notes. CE Masiowslti 1974: 77, ‘The political career of Memrnius
was of course the main initial obstacle to his conversion to Epicurean.ism.'

55 Fin. L35; CE 1.57., where carimr is described as ‘most suited for living a life of peace’ {aprirsimum er:
ad quiet: uivendum) and 1.53: mzm diizjgi er carum erre iucundum ertpraprerea quia tutiorem 1/imm er
valupmremplmioran qj'z'c:': (‘for to be esteemed and held dear is pleasant moreover because it makes
life safer and pleasure fuller’).

‘4 Ibid.
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his own safety for that ofothers,” something no true Epicurean could ever
consistently do. Cicero’s intention in selecting Torquatus as his Epicurean
spokesman was presumably to enforce a paradox, although the creation
of a backdrop that sewed to subvert Torquatus’ arguinent may also have
been a factor. The fact that Torquatus had died as a hero in battle less than
two years before the composition of De nikur will have been constantly
present to the minds of its audience. Cicero is hardly alone in doubting
that a wiliingness to take political risks, even While attempting to minimize
these through virtuous behaviour, could lay claim to an authentic Epi-
curean provenance. In commenting on the account of virtue attributed to
Torquatus in Fin. 1, Phillip Mitsis points to a perceived Stoic taint as Well
as to the fact that Torquatus’ arguments ‘are generously sprinkled with such
common terms of Roman public approval as liberrzlitas (liberality), cariras
(esteem), and lvenevolentirz (l<indness)’ in support of the conclusion that the
entire account is infused with ‘strong overtones of social class and social
obligation that are absent from Epicurus’ own account [of ethics]’.’6 In
response to Mitsis, David Sedley has argued convincingly for an alternative
explanation as to why the four Stoic cardinal virtues gure so prominently
in Torquatus’ ethical discussion: the Widespread acceptance of these virtues
as somehow foundational makes them ‘the rnost prominent explananda’
for Epicurean hedonists and so a necessary subject of discussion within
their ethicai theory.” I would like to supplement Sed.ley’s response with
the suggestion that Torquatus’ account is also indebted to Epicurean king-
rhzp literature, which would have explored the virtues of liberality, esteem
and kindness in addition to the cardinal virtues.58

55 See, e.g., Rep. go: mm duéimue m me gm:-:is:z'mir renipesraribus acpaene ilnrinibm zpris obvium -rre
coizsewandamm ciuiunz mum meisque pmpriir periculir parere commune reliqui: arium (‘yet 1 could
not hesitate to expose myself to the severest storms, and, I might almost say, even to rhuncierbolts,
for the sake of the safety of my fellow citizens, and to secure, at the cost ofmy own personal danger,
a quiet life for all the rest’). For Further discussion of this point, see Asrnis 2001.
Mitsis 1988a: 70. Annas 1001: xvi, offers an even more negative assessment ofTorqua|:us’ exposition,
or rather of Cicero's presentation of hirn.

57 Sedley 1998b: 14.9.
55 Obviously discussion of these particular virtues was not exclusive to Epicurean kingship literature,

but the emphases Within Torquatus’ discussion of his a.ncestor’s life suggest a speci e y Epicurean
source. Philodernus (though not speci cally his treatise On the Good King) has previously been
suggested as a possible source For the Torquatus material in Fin. I. This proposal gains a certain
credence from the fact that Torquatus himself apparently regarded Philodemus and Siro as Epi-
curean authorities (see Cic. Fin. 2.119 and Pam. 6.11.2). On the general question of Cicero’s use of
Philodemus for Torquatus' exposition of Epicurean ethics, see Tsouna 2001i) and the response to it
in Erler 2001b. For more or less positive valuations of Cicero's presentation of Epicurean ethics, see
LS vol. I, p. I22; Mitsis 1988a: 49; and Stokes 1995; 145-70. For a decidedly negative assessment, see
Gosling and Taylor 1982.: 375-94..

56
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Philodemus devotes several columns in his On if/ae Goadlzing to showing
that a king wins safety by his virtue. When he praises kingly virtues, it is
not because of any intrinsic value they possess, but because they lead to a
sound monarchy:

onto Si] Tobv 'toi|ot'1"rco[v écjvcrxwpfiooivreg, I mam "r[o] onouoo ov @ocq17\si I
1to:pe:l[v6'o];.isv' o:\1rc_>"i_"[r; pa]? F iiév i<oc[l] Tpocxu [T1 F1603 Kori] I Ttlxpov éX6[p}ccipsi[v
Kori] TT{CI}&UéjTT]“FU 5}CXC!1<ElU K[ori] §'lTlEi|K6lUV KCXl -to [3cc{o17\é]to§ luspov KCIl.
o‘\_J[y]yp[oJ]uov1|1<ov, écp’ ooov 'n_‘7_\sioTov, oi); I q>opoQ[v]'rq Tt[p]c‘>§ st’:o'rot6F|
pc>|vcxp)([ioz]v [Kori] uh 8&0-[1-to"r1KcTJ1] f q>o[5co1 8uvot[o']"tsi[o:v.

Departing therefore from such topics, let us again recommend that which is good
for a icing, to be averse to a harsh, austere and bitter character, and to practise
gentleness, goodness and a lcing’s mildness and leniency as much as possible, rims
these lead to zz round (E\’1o"rcx$'Fj) momzrc/Jy and not arbitrary mile based tm wzr ofa
degoor. (Col. 24,6—r8 Dorandi, with minor changes)

Philodernus nds the idea of a l~:ing’s deriving safety from his virtue in
Homers Ilzkzd, particularly in the contrasting attitudes of the Trojans
towards Hector and Paris. They have tender love (cp17\oo-top)/lot, cf. cariras
above in Cicero) for Hector, and when Achilles drags his body around
the city Walls, it is as though all ofTroy were burning. 59 Newly recovered
quotations from the Iliad in the earliest surviving portion of the treatise
show that this theme occupied Philodemus for several columns. Paris, by
contrast, is despised by the Trojans. When he is faced with danger, they
‘would not hide him out of friendship if someone were to see him’ (fl.
3.453).“ Helen wishes he had perished on the battle eld (U. 3.248). And
when Paris and Menelaus are about to ght in a duel, a prayer is o iered
requesting that the guilty party perish and go down to Hades (fl. 3321-2).“
Philodernus elsewhere emphasizes that a king’s gentleness should be

apparent in order that he may be loved.“ The concern that there be a bond
of love between a ruler and his subjects is a common theme in ltingship
literature.“ But there is also a great deal in Philodemus’ treatment of this

$9 Col. 5,r7—zz Dorandi quotes H. z2.411~x2: ‘It was most like what would have happened, if all
lowering Ilion had been burning top to bottom in re.’ Of course Hector perishes, but by his own
folly, according to Philodemus (col. 36 Dorandi).
Col. 5 Fish (in preparation). 6‘ Col. 2 Fish (in preparation). 61 Col. 25,I3—I4 Doraridi.

63 CF. Cairns I989: 21 s.v. K 6 iii. On the importance ofthe love ofa ruler’s people, cf. Pseudo-Aristeas
265: Ti§éCl"1'l l3cro'17\eT i<-t oig lives)/1<ctio"ré:-r11 ; 1-Gav iirrroreroiyiiévtov cpl?\o:v6po;-1-tic: K<Il or)/dn"rT]o'i$:
516: ytxp Tolhtov é'r?\u"ro; E rvoiozg 820-no; ylvetou (‘What is the most necessary possession for a
king? The benevolence and love of his subjects, for through these, an indissoluble bond of good
will arises’). The closest parallel that clearly refers to the bond of love between ruler and ruled
deriving from the ldng’s own virtue is found in Plut. Prater. gar. nip. 8212: 0610:; c‘:-|-rc':v-rcov épebwcov
io'Xupé"rcrro§ Etuot 1<OI.'l 621610:-to; éo-rw 6 1to7\scr| KCXl Sfjpolg Trpog Ever 51' ops-r v éy)/iyvousvog

do
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theme that is suited to a speci cally Epicurean viewpoint, and foreign
to other philosophical points of view. The value of virtues is described
in unabashedly instrumental terms, as means to the end of a secure and
prosperous reign. So Philoclemus claims that a king should avoid shameful
behaviour in symposia, ‘lest he not be loved with reverence, since if/aere
is a use n" this {Xpeiocg [t‘rrrcr]pXou[o)n§)’.54 The Epicureans’ practical
approach to the virtues makes Xpeioi, usefulness, paramount.
Although there is an understanding that the just ruler will reign over a

prospering and peaceful kingdom, Philodemus’ focus is the well-being and
happiness of the ruler.“ In a quotation already known to earlier editors,
through the just and pious lting a land is said to flourish for him, and its
people are said to prosper (Od. r9.rr1—14). Ofcrucial importance to Philade-
mus, Homer affirms that there is enjoj/merzrin living and ruling justly. Such
a view of virtue is entirely foreign to Stoicism, a point overlooked in pre-
vious attempts to view the treatise through that lens.“ It would also have
proven unappealing to Peripatetics or Platonists.67 Although Cicero stresses
the importance and utility of a good reputation in his letter to his brother
Quintus on how to best govern a province,“ he is committed to viewing
the happiness of a ruler and the happiness of his people as essentially two
separate things. The goal of happiness for those governed will often mean
the unhappiness of the virtuous ruler, a false dichotomy for Philodemus.69
By exploring how a ruler, through his virtue, creates as safe and stable a rule
as possible, Philodemus’ treatise also presents the inverse ofwhat we nd
in the discussion of politics by his contemporary and fellow Epicurean,

(‘Thus of all loves the strongest and most godlilte is the one which is engendered in cities and
peoples towards an individual on account ofhis virtue‘).

G4 Col. zo,18~zo Dorandi.
65 Even the hardest virtues, in Epicurus’ system, are subservient to pleasure, and he admitted that

glory, honour and power confer real pleasure. There are at least suggestions in On the Good King
that the ability to do good to friends and to one’s people is a pleasure, in the remarkable passage (col.
37 Dorandi) on how it is entirely justified that Homer's kings are called 'godlike’ (t/Jeoeideu), and
certainly also his use of Od. 19109-14, the only Homeric verse which Philodernus quotes twice in
the treatise (cols. 4 and 30 Dorandi). Roskam 2.007: 147, notes that in the perspective ofPhilodemus,
‘the Epicurean needs no longer to remain blind to the great merits of some famous statesmen and
he can even praise their actions and accomplishments if they are based on a rational calculus and
serve their personal security and their pleasure’.

66 See, e.g., Paolucci1955: 489-90. 67 Cf. Pl. Rep. 363a.
G8 See the astute observations on Cicero’s letter (Q. 1.1) in D. Braund £996: 14-36. Ln observing that

much of Pl1ilodernus' advice in On the Goad King could bene t a provincial governor, he suggests
(p. 33) that On the G'00a'Kz'ngwas composed ‘in the early 50s BC, when Piso was a sort ofmonarch,
rst as consul in 58, and then as governor ofMacedonia from 57-55’.

69 Cf. Long 1006: 189, ‘That these virtues actually “generate” the pleasurable life (Tow 8\'1v yevv r
lov) is a striking claim. Among other things, it denies any perch to the Greek notion, ubiquitous
in Greek popular morality, that justice and pleasure are natural antagonists.’
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Lucretius. In this regard I suspect that On the GoodKingpicks up a theme
that may have been at the heart oflilpicurus’ own lost work On Kings/aip_7°
Another contrast provided by On the Goodl nglies in the area offriend-

ship between statesmen. W/hereas in Philodemus’ O12 R/ieroric (De r/ieroricrz)
the thing most inimical to friendship is polireia, because of the jealousy
(pk:/aonos) it produces,” in On r/as Good Kingwe are told unambiguously
that relationships Without these emotions, apparently friendships, are pos-
sible between statesmen. Statesmen such as Nestor and Odysseus, the ‘most
prudent’ (phrom'm6mroz') of Homers heroes according to Philodemus, are
depicted as ‘so far removed from these passions (sc. jealousy and the like)
that “neither in war nor in counsel did theywail: apart, but worked out how
things would go best for theA_rgives”’ (Od. 3.127—»9).7‘ Wh€H this statement
is paired with that in On R/Jeroric, it seems plausible to conclude that, while
politics may engender envy, it is not impossible for friendships to develop
between politicians for sake of the greater good.” Finding like-minded
friends normally entails withdrawing from public life.” Philodemus may
have had in mind here friendships between Epicurean statesmen such
as Piso, Cassius, Torquatus, Gains Pansa and perhaps even Julius Caesar
himself, men all seriously committed (albeit some more than others) to
Epicureanism, and for whom leaving public life Was simply not an option.
Or he may have envisioned friendships crossing philosophical and ideo-
logical boundaries between statesmen working together for the common
good.
But the crucial question remains: why would any Epicurean want to be

in politics? The answer is straightforward. All things being equal, a genuine
Epicurean would never aspire to public life. On this point the school never
compromised. From the beginning the school°s position remained that one
should not desire a political career, as a fragment of Metrodorus makes
clear: 7\é)/aw Sci, 'n'cB§ Eirpzo-ror To "r g cpuoeoog -ré7\o§ cruvrn p osr Kori

7° Warren zooz: 156~7 suggests that On t/re G00dKirzg recalled earlier Epicurean treatments ofltingship.
7‘ Book 2. col. 158. See Roslcam 2oo7: 115.
7* Col. 29 Dorandi. Philodemus singles out To Cn7\é-ruirov (begrudging someone else what he has),

rather than cp évog, in the passage preceding his reference to Odysseus and Nestor, but ‘these
passions’ probably refers to jealousy and strife ofall kinds.

73 This point also gives further support to something Murray I965 already noted about the treatise,
namely that Philodemus intended to speak not to liberal ‘monarchs’ but to the Roman dynamic
of an oligarchy; for more on this point see also Rawson 1989: 254. Brauncl I996: 32-4 emphasizes
those parts of On the Goadlfingwhich could apply in particular to a Roman provincial governor as
a quasi-monarch.

7‘ CE Long 1986b: 3:4, ‘He withdraws from much of civic life, not simply to avoid pain to himself,
but to secure the ltinds ofpleasures that only the like-minded, the similarly committed, can provide
for each omer.’
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'rr6og ‘T'1§ éxcbv sivcxi uh npocreicnv é tpxng érri Ts; Tcov 'rr7\n€*oov étpxétg
(‘It is necessmy to tell how a person will best uphold the purpose of his
nature and how, ar zr as it depends on his own will, he is not to present
himself for public office in the rst place').75 All Epicurean injunctions
about withdrawal from or avoidance of public life must have similarly
had attached to them the implicit or explicit caveat: youare able to do
so without winging greater trouéler and disturlmnces r0 yoursehf and your
loved ones.” Cicero conveniently omits this fact when he attributes to the
Epicureans the claim that rempublicam capessere bominem bane srmum mm
oporrere (‘a truly sane man ought not to undertake affairs of state’).77 His
original source presumably contained the fat more innocuous assertion
that anyone without a need to enter politics, and for whom doing so was
likely to make life more troublesome, would be insane to embark on a
public career.

Nevertheless, it seems clear from the writings of both Epicureans and
their opponents that the best possible life, the one belonging to the sage,
will be free from major political entanglements. Iust as the Epicurean gods
do not involve themselves in directing the affairs of the universe, so the
sage will refrain whenever possible from involvement in directing human
affairs. Diogenes Laertius includes no such quali erWhen he summarizes an
entire book ofEpicurus’ On Mode: 0fL;' 2 with the words ‘the sage will not
engage in p0litics’.78 Seneca and Cicero, however, tell us that Epicurus had
in fact said that ‘the sage will not enter public life excqnr in an emergenty’.79
Other passages in Diogenes suggest an occasional tendency on his part
to overgeneralize when summarizing Epicurus’ views. On the subject of
whether the wise man will ever compose poetry, for example, Diogenes
credits Epicurus with an unequivocai denial.“ In the course of a recent
re-evaluation of this claim, however, Michael Wigodsky has contrasted it
with Diogenes’ neighbouring description ofEpicurus’ views on rnarriage.8I

75 Fr. 41 Korte = Plut. Adv. Col. 112.50; on which, see Roskam 2007: 50. Piso's reluctance to take the
censorship (Die 40.63.21) may have been in response to such considerations; or it may, as Griffin
toot: B9 suggests, indicate a reluctance to undertake ‘this disagreeable role of moral censure and
punishment’.

76 Epieurus’ encouragement to Idomeneus (Sen. Ep. 225-6) to withdraw rmtequam aligua vi: maiar
iazrerr/enrkzr er aufemt liberrarem rm-dmdi (‘before some great force intervenes and takes away me
liberty ofwithdrawing’) indicates that this could indeed happen.

77 Q. Rosa 23. 75 DL :0. 119.
79 Sen. De Otio 3.2 = fr. 9 Us. (emphasis mine); cf. Cic. Rep. L10: UL: autem excepzia cur'_pra|5rzrz' tandem

purest, quad neganr rapimtem mrceprurum uilam rei puélicrze pzzrrem, extra quam ri mm rampnr er
necerriras coegerir? ("Who in the world is able to approve of that exception, their saying that the sage
will not unclertalte any part in public affairs unless some crisis compels h.im?’).

8° DL 1o.121b. 3‘ '\7<7igoclsky 1995: 614..
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The two passages begin similarly, but that on marriage tempers its ini—
tial, apparent absolutisrn with an additional sentence: ‘Moreover, the wise
man will both marry and father children. . . But he will on occasion marry
in accordance with the circumstances of his life’.8’ It seems possible that
Epicurus’ On Modes 0fLzfE* also discussed the issue of ‘circumstance of
life’ (rreplotoioig Toi? Blow), including factors such as inherited respon»
sibilities and individual dispositions, with regard to the sage’s political
involvement.“ Even if it did so, however, any concession made must have
been relatively minor. Even Philodemus, who is often regarded as more
accommodating on such matters, is adamant on this point. In contrast to
even his most talented students, who may practise politics, the professed
and professional philosopher will observe from the sidelines.“

8‘ DL 10.119; I print here the text ofArrighetti: Kori u v KOIl you osiv Kctl 'rE|<u0-n'ol1‘|crew Tov oocpov,
ch; ’E"rrli<oupo§ Ev -rocig‘ Aiorrroplou; Kdl év Totig Tlepl qauoewg, Kc:-rot Trspitrrotoiv Bé trots lou
yczufgosiv. There is some uncertainty about the text (see, e.g., Brennan I996), which may require
a negation in the rst clause. In any case, the main point is su iciently clear: Epicurus in general
recommended not marrying and having children but allowed that in certain cases it would be
the best thing to do. In noting that the Epicureans ‘rejected the family just as they did political
life’, Astnis 2004: 166 comments upon this sarne passage: ‘The Epicurean position does not, of
course, mean that a person who becomes an Epicurean will abandon spouse or children, nor will
he or she necessarily remain unmarried. Rather, ifa person has a choice, he or she will not marry
or have cl-tildren. Epicurus himself was Lu-rmarried and childless. His close Friend Metrodorus was
not married, but lived with a woman, Leonrion, and had children.’ "With regard to exceptional
circumstances that would permit a sage to marry or raise diildren, see Brennan 1996: 550 (though
Brennan does not, I think, suH-iciently take into account the hostility of certain later sources and
their readiness to rnisreport or oversimplify Epicurean positions).

35 A somewhat surprising passage from Plutarch (Dz tranq. an. 4651=—466A) indicates that Epicurus
considered a inclividua.l’s constitution in this regard: 01115’ ’E'rrli<oupog ole-rou Seiv ouxd siv, 6r?\?\~5x
-rij qn oei Xp o qi TTO:'\lTEUOl.léVOU§ KCXl 'rrpo'<o'crou"rcrg Tot Koivot Ton; q:1?\orluou§ Keri qnihobo oug,
ob; |.i5r?\7\ov Cm’ Exrrpcryuoouvng Totpénrso crl Kori Kon<oCro6ou 1'rt:pu|<oTorg, div cbv opéyovron on
Tuyxowoaoiv. dr?\?\’ éxsivog uév drrorrog 00 -ro rg Suvctuévoug -rt‘: Kou/or "rtpdrocrsiv rtporperrouevog
ér7\7\oz Too; ouxiuv dryelv uh Euvouévoug (‘Not even Epicurus thought men who were in love with
fame and honour should lead a quiet life, but they should indulge their nature by raking part in
politics and public life, on the grounds that they are constitutionally more likely to be disturbed
and corrupted by inactivity, if they do not obtain what they want. But he is a fool to encourage to
participate in public affairs, not those who are most able, but those who cannot live a quiet life).’
On this passage see Wigodsky 1995: 61 n. 18 and Fowler 1989: 126.

8‘ ln PHerr. rot; col. 36, which belongs to an unidenti ed book ofPhilodemus’ On Rhetoric, Philode-
rnus sharply criticizes those who do not understand the sages relation to politics: 6 Bé [Slug uc§i§_ cp1_/,
ei vouo eoiotg ii o*rptx'r[n]ylotg ii 1ro7\rru< g oi1<ov[o]|,l£cxg é croqao; &7\7\é*|-pros, ou év el é 'troa'TcT>v
croqalttg ézyct clw, o\':5' écvehoyioozto, TlVOJ\_I oil’-rlov |<m<cI:v 6 rr?\r]o"[l]ov Kori Tivcov otfrrog 'él<c:trtt_>§
ort‘:-trial, rrpooérr E‘o[C|] at rrcbg ot7\7\é-rpro; -rcbu -rotoutcov t‘: oocpog ii 'rrtTa5 oCr:< éc?\?\o"rpiog 8ié7\ot[3ev,
o\’15é6l§7\s, uéxpl -rilvog tb}q>e7\sTo'9<:u "rot ‘|'t7\ 6n é]§[éo]1'orl Kali} |<ou<pl§[eo‘6ot1 . . . . (‘But ifanyone
is surprised that legislation or generalship or political economy does not'c0mc naturally to the sage,
he has never seen any of the good things proper to wisdom, nor has he reasoned out which bad
things one’s neighbour is the cause ofand which each man is the cause of to himself, and in addition,
neither has he grasped in what Way these things do not come naturally to the sage and in what way
they do come naturally to him, nor has he de ned to what extent people can be helped and relieved
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W/itnesses hostile to Epicureanisrn seized upon the directive that the
sage not be a statesman and twisted it into something it was not, narnely,
the claim that a political career is never the best choice for anyone, and
that the fruits of Epicureanisrn are forbidden to all who are engaged in
statesmanship. The reductive presentations ofEpicureanism in Cicero and
Plutarch are prime examples of this phenomenon. For both men the Epi-
curean viewpoint was tantamount to a denial of their own careers and
ideals. In a letter to Trebatius, Who had just converted to Epicureanism,
Cicero asks ‘What will the people of Ulubrae do, youhave decided that
one oug/at not engage in politics’ (guid etparropopulo Ulubmno, ii smmeris
"rro7\1'reueo6o<i mm 0_;0orrere?).S5 The implication is that Trebatius’ new alle-
giance to Epicureanism should preclude him from participating in politics
even to the extent of being the patron of an insigni cant, small town. The
rst chapters ofCicero’s De repuélica offer a similar misdirection. Although
it takes wisdom to be a good politician, according to Cicero the Epicureans
not only believe that a wise man should not be involved in governing the
state but in fact forbid his participation. Given that politics is off limits to
an Epicurean, what practical bene t could any politician hope to get from
Epicureanism? Subsequent scholarship has almost Without demur believed
Cicero. Thus We hear of ‘Epicurean arguments against participation in
politics’ instead of ‘Epicurean arguments against t/ae sage? participation in
politics’ or simply recommendation: that one avoid politicssé But Cicercfs
characterization conveniently omits any reference to the explicit claims by
Epicureans that a statesman could bene t greatly from philosophy.87
Were it not for Vesuvius, Cicero and Plutarch would have likely had

the last Word on this subject. Thanks to the rediscovery of the Hercule.-
neurn papyri, however, We are now in possession of the philosophical Works
of Cicero’s Epicurean contemporary, Philodemus of Gadara, and his pre-
sentation of Epicurean attitudes towards politics provides a stark contrast
to Cicero’s own. The end of the third book of Philodemus’ On Rhetoric

tn mane (as opposed to individually)? I thank David Blank for the use of his forthcoming text for
this passage. For additional references to passages in which Philoclernus states that a philosopher
should not engage in politics, see Roskam 2007: 103, with n. 76.

87 Farm. 7.r1. 8 E.g. Maslowslci 1974: 64.
37 Reinhardt 2005 o cers a Fascinating study of the reductive and tendenrious nature of the very

vocabulary Cicero uses to describe the Epicurean theory of atomism. Reinhardt notes in particular
how ‘the doctrine ofpleasure and Cicero's attitude to it exercise an in uence even in contexts where
there is no connection whatsoever with pleasure. The reason for these “irrational” in uences is
that the Epicurean tenet that pleasure is the highest good caused such an outrage among traditional
Romans and intellectuals ofStoic persuasion that they brought it to bear on each and every Epicurean
position’ (174).
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offers an especially bold statement about politics and philosophy” Speak-
ing of someone who lacks philosophical training but is naturally virtuous,
Philodemus asserts that the political faculty is
Tro7\7\c'>:K1§ (IlT1OV Kori ouuq>op6av orvnxéo-row. . . we uévToi |<oi7\o1<oryoz8ioc§ 7\oru-
Bqvouévnv -rod‘; oév 'rro?\eo~1v sq/see 1-ro7\7\6x cruu[5o0O\eo6o:1 Kori us‘/c'r?\or, TOl§ 5:‘;
KEKT‘l']lléU01§ éotiv 6-re 1T7\eioo "rtbv isv i81oa'rsic_x, "rro7\7\ou<1g 8:‘: |<on<c'x 1'r7\eioo.

often the cause of incurable evils. . . hut when taken up with perfect virtue it
contributes many and great good things to cities, on the one hand, but to its
possessors sometimes greater [re good] things than what is to be found in private
life, and often greater evils.89

He goes on to say that although philosophy is certainly not a necessary
condition of success as a politician,

1<oO\ov uév ofiv yévorf ow, si KCXl <p17\oooq>ior1 XOQEUUEIEU 6 -rro7\s1'rn<o;, ivcx Kai
vscrvu<cb-rspoog otyoc og , Kori 516: -rofrro héyouev, 6T1 q)17\ocroq>icr KCXl Kowtbg
"rrpoo'rs9e'ioo: '|'ro?\e1"ru<ij Stcrfléosi KC(l Kor-rot uépog O'Tro6 1<ot§ 'lTpOO'E)(El§ T13
"rro7\el-rm 51oI1<1‘;os1"rrcrpoc5oOoo: 51cxcpopc‘rv o\’1po<vou'i‘;\<1-| -rroz crsi Trpog To Kpei-r~
"rov.

it would be a ne thing, to be sure, ifthe politician were also practised in philoso-
phy, that he might be still more vividly and energetically a good man; and for this
reason we [rm Epicureans] say that philosophy, both generally, when it accompa-
nies a personal disposition for politics and when it gives suggestions appropriate
for political arrangements, will make an astronomical difference for the berter.9°

The virtuous statesman can ‘sometimes’ have greater goods (and Philode—
mus must mean real rather than illusory ones) than those found in private
life. More often, however, political activity leads to greater evils. This
expression of a political life’s unfavourable odds matches what we saw in
Lucretius, although Philoclemus explicitly mentions at least the possibility
ofsuccess. But the most striking contrast to the Ciceronian presentation of
Epicuremism and politics appears in the nal sentence ofthe latter passage,
which affirms that philosophy enables the naturally good statesman to be
even better and to do even greater good than he could have otherwise done.
Such an affirmation speaks primarily to the hope of good achievements
and the consequent pleasure these afford a statesman, but other bene ts,
including greater personal security, may not be altogether out of the pic-
ture. The more a statesman makes his country prosper, the more likely he

BB On this passage see Roskam 2007: 122-3, but cf. also the observations by Armstrong in ch. 6 of this
volume (pp. 119-1.3).

89 R/iet. 5 culs.I4.a,Z6—I5:-1,6 I-Iamrnerstaeclt. 9° R/Jet. 3 col. I5a,16-31 Harnmerstaedr.
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is himself to prosper along with it. It is signi cant that Philodernus claims
here to be speaking as a member of the Epicurean school (‘we’) rather than
giving his own individual opinion?‘
V/hat did Philodemus, Siro, and other Epicurean sages really think

of Piso, Cassius, Pansa and Epicurean statesmen like them? Were they
generally regarded as individuals who could bene t from Epicureanwisdom
despite having taken the low road ofpolitical activity, or were they seen as
people whose best choice, given the possibilities before them, was to lead a
statesmarfs life that accorded as much as possible with Epicurean teaching?
\7l7l'1ether or not these men had a political disposition would obviously
come into consideration.” I suggest, however, that the commitments and
responsibilities of those who had inherited position would also play a
central role in any judgements made about such individuals as Well as
in the advice given to them.95 One can easily imagine that withdrawing
from, or even refusing to embark upon, a public career would create more
disturbances than it would remove for somewith hereditary responsibilities
towards subjects, family members, connections and clients. Rather than
leading to the truest kind of safety, withdrawal under these circumstances
might even entail increased risk. The injunction 7\ot6s Bttboong would be
rendered absurd in such cases. Heeding it was arguably never, from the day
he was born, a possibility for someone like Calpurnius Piso, Whose family
had before him held the consulship eight times.

Epicureanisrn’s exibility concerning life choices is also evident in
Philodemus’ On House/mid Management (Oeconomicus), which is itself
based on Metrodorus’ lost work by rhe same name. This treatise discusses
the various Ways someone committed to Epicureanisrn can earn a living.“

9‘ In ch. 6 of this volume, David Armstrong makes a compelling case that Phiiodemus’ authority in
this portion of the rhetoric is Metrodorus himself.

9“ Wii e I doubt that possessing the relevant diarherzk alone would have justified a career in politics,
see Plut. De rrzmq. an. 465P—4.66A above in note 33 of this chapter, p. 93. A person's disposition was
clearly a serious consideration for Epicurus in this regud, but one detects in the passage an element
ofLikely exaggeration by Plutarch in order to convey the impression that the only people Epicureans
encouraged to participate in polities were those hopelessly addicted to glory.
The issue of inherited status has received hardly any attention. Benferhat 2005: 69, refers to it in
passing in her discussion ofthe Epicurean T. Albucius, where in justifying his ascension through the
mrrus bzmorum she notes: ‘Pour le ls d’une farnille sénatoriale, parcourir le curru: /Janamm n’éta.it
pas spécialernent une marque d’a.mbition, mals le minimum de ce que l’on pouvait attendre dc lui:
il rfétait pas question de se soustraire a ces obligations.’ See also Benferhat 2.005: 97 and Scho eld
2.007. Jocelyn 1977: 362, speaks of the pressure exerted upon the sons of senators to enter the Senate,
though he provides no supporting textual evidence. Hopkins 1983 suggests that the pressures were
not as great as have been supposed.

9* CF. Asmis 2004: I64, ‘In On Household Economics, Philodernus is concerned not only with the
occupation ofbeing a wise person, but with the entire range ofoccupations suitable for persons who

93
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The ideal occupation, naturally, is to teach philosophy among friends, as
Epicurus had done. But the best alternative, according to Philodemus,
is to be a landowning farmer who dedicates his resources and leisure to
enabling a group of friends to do philosophy together. Philodemus here
departs from pseudo-Theophrastus and Xenophon, who serve as frequent
foils throughout the treatise. Their landowning farmer uses his leisure
for politics. Philodemus does not, however, offer blanket dispatagements
of a political career. Instead, following Metrodorus’ lead, he disparages
only a certain kind of politician, namely, one who accumulates wealth
through military aggrandizement.” Such criticism seems courageous when
directed at Roman nobility, who were known for occasionally plundering
the provinces Where they served as governors. More signi cant for our pur-
poses is the Fact that Philodemus concentrates his criticism of the political
life on military aggra.ndizement.96 As Asmis has suggested, Philodemus’
presentation involves some accommodation for his Roman aristocratic
audience,” but there is no reason to thinl< that he in any way contravenes
either Metrodorus or Epicurus.93 From Philodernus’ treatise we are able
not only to con rm Epicureanisnfs exibility with regard to one’s choices
in life generally but also to see how someone like Piso in particular was
able to combine an occupation that Philoclemus heartily endorsed, that
of a wealthy landowner who opens his estate to philosophical discussion,
with one that he could at least accommodate, a political career. While
Piso was certainly no Epicurean sage, his involvement in political life did
not prevent Philodemus, on the basis of good Epicurean precedent, from
making concessions and offering approval and support to him, and others
like him, in accordance with the Wisdom ofEpicurus.

live philosophically. All of these people are “philosophers” in a broad sense. In the strict sense, as
Philodemus points out, a philosopher does not engage in business dealings at all. In a broad sense, a
philosopher is anyone who does philosophy, even ifhe has just a little time For philosophical study.’
Col. 2z,r7—1o; z4~:t6: |is[i§] at [kiéycousv c'>n<o7to9oCiv're; [To] uév e[i'eo']EJcn -nopitruou 6r[p1o"ro]v
Eivou Tov 50piK‘lT|TOV Koc[i Xjp otv. . . 5o§oi<o-rroav étv prb-rrwv sivtxl K0:-rd: ooqaiorv 0055-
Téporv . . . (tr. Asmis) ('But let us say, Following (Metrodorus) that to think mat the best procurement
and use is by the spear belongs to people who court fame in accordance with neither wisdom . . . ’).

96 Cf. Asmis 2004: 173, ‘All political participation is likely to disturb, but usingpoliriml office to enrich
oneself through war is especially bad. . . . Philodemus appears to be extending a message to Roman
aristocrats and others who have broken into their circle: don’: pursue the military life, and avoid
political intrigue as much as possible by transforming your estates into philosophical havens for
Friends.’ lt is worth noting, however, that Philodernus dues not criticize Warfare in general, but only
warfare undertaken For the sake ofmaterial gain.
Ibid

95

97
98 Nor-does Asrnis herself suggest a contradiction; see, e.g., p. :59: ‘Every-thing Philodemus says [in

On Home/mid Economics] is compatible with Epicurus’ own teachings. But there is a change of
emphasis.’
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It is no accident that the most direct and proverbial proscriptions against
politics attributed to Epicurus are short fragments preserved in secondary
sources, and not part of either the Key Doctrine: or any entirely extant
letters.” Rather than being intended for general consumption, ‘maxims’
like met [51cbcro:§ and uf] 'rro7\i'tsuscr6cn maywell have been excerpted from
letters addressed to individuals covetous ofsocial connections or status that
they lacked.‘°° The likely result of such people’s eagerness to win renown
would be an unhappier life than before.“ A fragment from Metrodorus
preserved by Plutarch contains similar advice to someone concerned about
being uneducated: ‘Do not be disturbed, because, as you say, you do
not know on which side Hector fought, or the rst lines of Homers
poem."°’ Instructions on the subject of political prominence, like those
regarding education, must have been situational rather than dogmatic.“
That is to say, they were not maxim: at all. Their basic message was that
individuals born into obscurity should he grateFul for that fact and should
not strive for fame or attract unnecessary attention to themselves. The
kind of person at whom this message was directed would have been quite
opposite to someone who, to borrow a phrase from Cicero, had been
‘consul-designate from birth’.‘°‘* The Epicurems had advice for both kinds
of people, and a method for evaluating options that promised to maximize
happiness Whatever the relevant circumstances. There is no suggestion in
any surviving source that a person born to the kind ofstation referred to by
Cicero would be expected to go through the tumultuous process of trying
to dismantle all ofhis inherited privileges and responsibiiities. V/ealth offers
a useful analogy to political privilege in this regard. According to Vatican
Sayings (VS) 67, it is the pursuit ofwealth, rather than wealth itself, that is
likely to imperil one’s happiness; wealth obtained by chance may even be
used to gain the goodwill of others.

99 I have been anticipated somewhat in this by this Roskarn 2007: 33, who notes the importance of
the fact that the saying N362 ldaocrg is not found in the Kg! Doctrines.
It was Usener (I977: bcviii-lxiv) who suggested, for reasons obviously different than my own, that
these precepts may have come from letters ofiipicurus. Closer to my line of thought here is Roskarn
1007: 43.
The ancient evidence regarding the statements ‘live unnoticed’ and ‘do not engage in politics’ is
surprisinglyslender and for the most part late. On ?\di6e[51tboc<§ see fr. 551 Us.; on nu '|To7uTe\Z'to6cxi,
see frr. 8, 9 Us. For a full discussion, see Roskam 7.007.
Plut. Nonparre ro94n.

ioa Cf. Roskam 2007: 36, ‘Devoid of any context, it should have been understood as absoiute and

unquali ed advice that has to be followed under all circumstances. This, of course, runs counter
to the calkulz/.s, which implies that the maxim has its exceptions.’ See also pp. 40-1, :46.

1°‘ Pam. 4..6.1—2.
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For the same reasons that the Epicureans made certain allowances with

respect to political participation for people ofinherited status, I suggest that
they would have in almost every case criticized any attempt to use politics
as a means of securing positions higher than one’s social standing and
family connections would normally allow. This kind ofambitious upward
social movement would be likely to attract the z'n1/idizz ofothers and so entail
more trouble than it was worth. Men ofsuch ambition may be the intended
targets of Lucretius’ Sisyphus allegory and ofhis criticisms in DRlV’s other
passages on politics. This detail alone tells us nothing about his own
social status, which has been the subject ofmuch speculation. His distaste
for ambitious social climbers may equally have been that of someone
looking down from patrician heights or, as with Horaee’s satires, of an
equer looking up from below.‘°5 We do, however, learn something arguably
more important: Lucretius’ own political perspective, and probably that
of other Epicureans in the Late Republic, was deeply conservative. Piso’s
circle, like no doubt many others ofprominent Romans, was united in the
belief that outsiders wishing to accede to the ranks of the nobility were
precisely the sort of people who should be kept out. In this respect, their
Epicureanisrn was easily allied with aristocratic political ideals, since it gave
the nobility a theoretical basis for justifying their own political careers while
opposing others’ attempts to rise into their own ranks.‘°6

Piso’s own ascent of the cursu: /aonomm would seem in keeping with
Epicurean principles, since he was able to win on the rst try at every
step of the way. He could make the case that his engagement in politics
required neither great effort nor ambition on his part. That he may have
explicitly tried to do so is suggested by one of Cicero’s questions in In
Pimnem 2.1-2: ‘Does he even pride himself before me on having obtained
all the magistracies at the rst attempt?’ (Ir mi/az' erzkzm glorzkz/uztur re omms
matgirtrarus sine repulm ad.tecurum?).‘°7 Cicero of course already knew, as
did everyone else, that Piso had won every position of the cursur without
defeat. The context of Piso’s statement, what Cicero calls his boast, may
have been that he was able to attain them with little sweat, to go back to
the Lucretian way of putting it.‘°8 The relative ease of the journey itself
would have constituted a justification for going through the cursus while

“*5 On Lucretius’ origins see Holford~Strevens 2002., which makes a case that Lucretius was not from
a noble or patriciari Family, though he may have been at least Horace’s equal in social rank.

‘°6 CE die comment in Asmis 2oo4. that the orientation of Philodemus’ On Household Economy is
‘blatantly aristocratic in its orientation’. CF. Momjgliano 1941: 151.

‘°7 The passage that immediately follows, in which Cicero complains of the advantages the nobility
enjoyed in political life, is also relevant.

“*8 Wiser-nan 1971: 106, emphasizes the ease with which the nobilir could attain offices.
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still professing a commitment to Epicureanism, which must otherwise
have struck some as disingenuous.‘°9 Cicero was happy to capitalize on
Piso's theme by adding his own twist. For Cicero, the difficulty and self-
sacri ce he had experienced served to ratify and ennoble his own career, in
contrast to that of the noéilis. These same facts must have made Cicer0’s
life paradigmatically undesirable for some Epicureans.“° His own political
theory, borrowed in part from the Stoics, maintained the existence in
everyone of an inborn impulse to help the larger community?“ Epicureans
could not have disagreed more. To them, Cicer0’s political rise implied an
underlying ambition for political pre-eminence, and the amount oftoil and
risk required was neither necessary nor ultimately merited?“ According to
the Epicurean view, if Cicero had to be in politics, he should have stayed
back at Arpinum. He may not have been a Sisyphus - that is, a perennial
loser Who refuses to give up — but he was certainly not to be admired.
There is good reason to believe that Cicero recognized that his own

status as a n01/us homo was almost the opposite of the life recommended by
the Epicureans, despite their willingness to excuse the political career of a
successful nolailis. His evocation of the elder Cato’s similar career as a nor/us
/aomo can be read in this light:

M. veto Catoni, homini ignoto et novo, quo omnes, qui isdem rebus studemus,
quasi exemplari ad industriam virtutemque ducimur, certe licuit Tuscuii se in otio
clelectare salubri et propinquo loco. sed homo demens, ut isti putant, cum cogeret
eum necessitas nulla, in his undis et tempestatibus ad summarn senectutem maluit
iactari quarn in illa tranqiiillitate atque otio iucundissime vivere.

‘°5' As Grillin 2001: 91 shows, Piso's claim that he never wanted a triumph (Pit. 56-7, 63, 92) was
framed in Epicurean terms and probably part of a defence of his Epicureanism. New readings in
the papyrus of O12 the Goad King, col. 36 Dorandi, have revealed that Philodemus there treats the
importance of not taking pleasure in the defeat of one’s Foes, no matter how arrogant and base
they are; see Fish zooa. It is also clear from Pis. 65 that Piso had attempted to Frame a defence of
himself in philosophical terms.
Cicero himselfn-ray imply as much at Rep. r.4~6, where he states diat quietists (apparently including
Epicureans) included him in their roster of statesmen who had suffered misfortune, to dissuade
people From a career in politics.
E.g. Rep. 1.1: unum hoc dg nia, tzmnzm are nemritarcm virruris generi hominum 4 namm ranrumqu:
amorem ad communem mlurem de ndmdam datum, or ea vi: amnia blandimmra voluprazir otique
uicerir (‘I make this one assertion: nature has given men such a need For virtue and such a desire to
defend the cornrnon safety" that this force has overcome all the enticements of pleasure and ease’;
tr. Zetzel). On this concept, see Asmis 2001.

‘I’ At a low point in his career, Cicero speaks candidly to his brother Quinms ofhis lifelong passion to
be at the top: illud zm-0 quadapuera adamaram, "rro?0\ov [sic; ctieu M55] éxpier-reilvelv l<CXi uwsipoxog
iéuusvou <’i?\?\o:\1 {IL 6.208) tatum occidisse (‘and the deep love I have had since I was a boy, “to be
the best by far and to excel all others” is ru.ined';Q. 3.5.4). An Epicurean would no doubt have
viewed this abiding ambition as the real motivation behind Cicero’: career, and his theory of an
innate desire to help the community as mere pretence.

HO
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Marcus Cato, an unlcnown man of no pedigree ~ a man who serves as a model
of industry and virtue to all of us who share his goals ~ could have remained
at Tusculum, a healthy spot and not far off; enjoying peace and quiet, but that
madman (as some people think), under no compulsion, chose to be tossed in the
Waves and storms ofpublic life to an advanced old age rather than live a happy life
in peace and calm.”

As Zetzel points out, Cato’s obscure origins (ignore er now) are ‘emphasized
because Cato’s lack ofinherited reputation and family tradition would have
made a life of otium an acceptable alternative to public service’.“4 Here
we have further indication that Cicero was getting the message, whether
implicitly or explicitly, from at least some Epicureans that people like
Cato and himself were wrongly motivated and had brought ‘unnecessary
cares upon themselves. Cicero responded by trivializing and simplifying
the Epicureans’ arguments. It is a pity that we do not have more replies to
these barbed remarks of his. Cassius’ brief epistolary response to Cicero’s
bluster (= Fem. 7.19), analysed in full in this volume by DavidArmstrong,
shows that there were standard replies teady.“5 But it is no wonder that
Roman Epicureans seem to have been uninterested in detailed, serious
correspondence with Cicero about their philosophy:
The fact that Epicureanism did not produce much political theory ran-

lded the sensibilities of Cicero and Plutarch. Both men portrayed this
relative silence as evidence that the Epicureans were indifferent to the
health of the state,“ since if their sages cared about good government,
they would have produced their own equivalents to Cicero’s De Repub-
lica. But such criticism is spurious. Epicureanism obviously had a strong
libertarian bent, and non-involvement in politics was indeed the ideal,
but the primary reason Epicurem sages were not given to much political
theorizing is simply that they believed that people could ourish under a
variety of governments. If there was a preference for monarchy, as many
have argued, it is hard to detect in the sources.” In all likelihood, what
Epicurean philosophers generally supported, when consulted, was the ma-
tus qua. Their chief concern was with the character of political leaders.
Virtuous statesmen, they believed, were the key to good government and
the greatest contributors to a country’s stability, which in turn enabled its
people (and themselves) to get on with the business of being happy. This

"5 Rey:/. 1.1 (tr. Zetzel). "4 Zetzel 1995: 96; c Cic. Rep. LIO.
“5 For a similar reduction of Epicurean thought in general, including politics, see Ram 23.
"6 Cic. Rep. 1.11; Plut./ldv. Col 1127/~..
"7 This is the upshot of Benferhat zoo4, on which see Scholield 2007. Wesnnmn 1955 and Salem

I939 both argue for a preference for monarchy.
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much, if nothing else, we learn from Philodemus’ On Rhetoric 3 and On
the Good King.
In intra-school literature, and sometimes even in writings intended for

a more general public, Epicurean philosophers could admittedly look with
condescension upon people with political engagements,” but the effect of
much of this abuse is mitigated when seen in the correct light. Plutarch,
for example, reports that Metrodorus reviled certain men as ‘Lycurguses
and Solons’.“9 An earlier passage, however, describes the speci c objects
of this ridicule as “certain sages’ carried away with ‘the same desires as
Lycurgus and Solon’.n° This earlier reference makes clear that the men
in question were philosophers, a group for whom participation in politics
was generally forbidden by the Epicureansu‘ Plutarch also complains that
Epicureans mentioned statesmen in their writings ‘only for the purpose of
having a laugh at them and destroying their reputation?” There may be
some substance behind this charge, since even the surviving portion of On
the Gaodliingbrings up post-Homeric statesmen, with one or two possible
exceptions, only to condemn them.” The examples offered of good kings
all come from Homer. Nevertheless, the specific rulers that come in for
criticism by Epicureans arguably deserve it. Wh e Plutarch expresses his
indignation at Epicurean criticism ofEparninondas, for example, the man
in fact seems to have possessed few virtues as a leader.“ It is clear in any
case that Roman Epicureans did not condemn all contemporary politicians.
The hope Philodemus extends at the end of On Rhetoric 3 of a statesman
making a great contribution is genuine.
With regard to the attitudes and positions of early Epicureans towards

politics, We are faced again and again with a fundamental choice: whether
to trust the testimony of hostile witnesses such as Plutarch and Cicero or
that of the Epicurean Philodemus, whose deliberate use of the first person
plural at the end of On Rhetoric 3 seems to imply a claim to speak on

"3 This is richly documented by Fowler 1989: 13.4, though he does not make this distinction with
regard to the intended audiences of Epicurean works.

"9 Plut. Adv. Col. Ii2.7c: ‘It is therefore tting to burst into the laughter of one truly free at all men
and more particularly at these Lycurguses and Solons.’

“° Ibicl., 1117b.
*2‘ Cf. Westman 1955: 12.5. Fowler 1989: 213—I4, assumes on the basis of the Plutarch passage that the

early Epicureans simply despised all politicians.
‘*2 Adv. Cal. rr27A.
"3 Those criticized include Cambyses, Nicomedes Ill and Demetrius l?oliorcetes.
‘Z4 See Cawkwell I972; Buckler 1980; Roy 1994. Epicurus is also said (Non pair: 1097c) to have

disparaged the accomplishments of Themistocles and Miltiades, but one can easily see how these
two would have been thought worthy of his harsh judgement. Iclorneneus apparently criticized
several Athenian statesman in Or: Drrnagoguer; see Fowler I989: 124.
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behalf of the school. Epicureans, he suggests, have always believed that
a virtuous man with a good disposition can rule Well, and that if he is
trained in philosophy, he can rule all the better and malte an even greater
contribution. Our knowledge of the actual interactions of Epicureans and
rulers leads me to conclude that Philodemus is the one deserving our trust.
IfEpicurus looked upon politicians with a certain contempt in his Writings
intended for internal consumption, I am quite con dent that he was more
positive, and no less sincere, in his lost Work On i ngsbip, as well as in
his personal contacts with politicians who had hereditary commitments.
In this respect, I disagree with Oswyn Murray, for whom ‘Epicurus’s On
i ngr/up was clearly a satirical attack on the idea that ltings should be seen
with philosophers: it was a waste of everyone’s time.’“5 The lives and works
ofsubsequent Epicureans would seem to belie this interpretation. The Epi-
curean Philonicies reportedly converted Demetrius I Soter (16o—-:52 Bc) to
Epicureanisrnfzs King Demetrius is said to have made good progress in
Epicurean philosophy, and there is no indication that his teacher tried to
persuade him to renounce his ltingship. On the contrary, it seems that
Philonides believed Demetrius could enjoy many of the bene ts of Epi-
cureanism in spite ofhis kingly duties. While our knowledge ofPhilonides

“F Murray 1007: 19, which also suggests that 'Epicu.rus had clearly set out to explode the whole idea of
the intdlectual at court.’ In support of this view, Murray rst cites Plutarch: ‘The Epicureans write
on lcingship to persuade us to avoid livingwith kings’ (Adv. Cal II7-7A). Pluta.rch’s claim may have
been inspired by efforts on Epicurus’ part not to privilege the relationship between philosopher
and ruler, as other schools had, and above all, for the philosopher not to lose his Ii-eedorn ofspeech.
Murray maintains that the only surviving fragment of On Kings/up discourages due relationship
between king and philosopher; cf. also Fowler 1989: :32. The fragment in question portrays
Epicurus as ‘not giving a place even at drinking parties to the literary and learned discussions of
scholars, but advising even cultured kings to submit to military anecdotes and coarse horse»pia.y at
symposia rather than talk about literary and poetic problems’ (Plut. Nanporre roggc, tr. Murray).
Even ifEpicurus discouraged literary conversation, it does not follow diat he likewise discouraged
discussion about politics, philosophy or the character of a good ruler. What I expect he in fact
discouraged was discussion (literary or otherwise) that had no practical bearing on the rulerb life.
I doubt Philodernus would expect Piso or others like him to follow the argtunents in a work like
On Poems. By contrast, On the Good l ng and portions of Pi1ilodemus' On Rhetoric, part ofwhich
was dedicated to Vibius Pansa, deal with issues directly relevant to ruling.
Murray is of course familiar with this subsequent history, but his trust in Plutarch seems to have
led hirn to see discontinuity within the Epicurean school on these matters. On Philonides, see Erler
I994: 151*-5; Benferhat 2005: 48-50. The key passage is from the life ofPhilonides, Fr. 30, 2-4 Gallo:
-rrpog 't1'][v] cxipeow, l G>i7\toui5n§ crib-ro[v] trips-rlo']"g"|‘;v -rcI:v Aéymv §'r_ro-nosv (‘As for the sect,
Philonides made Demetrius into a partisan For their doctrines’). The word choice is important.
Demetrius was not turned into a philosopher, but ‘a partisan’. There are other precedents For
Epicureans advising rulers (For a brief survey, see Wuren aooz: 156-7; For an in—depth one, see
Benferhat 2004), but the case of Philonides ofliers the clearest indication of the involvement of
speci cally Epicurean training. There is large inscriptional evidence that Philonides and his brothers
inherited wealth and political position from their Fad-ier. For the latest survey of his life, see Koch
zoo5: 62-71. Gera r999 contains several important improvements to Gallo's text.
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is somewhat sketchy and uncertain, the message of Philodemus’ On the
Good King is quite clear: the virtuous exercise of power could, at least on
the average, provide a ruler with a secure life. This same message is articu-
lated by Torquatus in Cicero“s own De nibus, and by Cassius in his canny
reply to Cicero’s disparaging letters“? This broad agreement gives good
reason for supposing that the theme has its origins in even earlier Epi-
curean Writings, and most likely in Epicurus’ On Kings/oz]; itself. Of course
safety is only the starting point for an Epicureanfzs A political life affords
many distractions that could interfere with one’s philosophical progress.
A newly restored passage of On r/ae Good King makes reference to both
avoidable and unavoidable disturbances.“9 Philodemus’ On Anger (De inz)
and On Dear/J (De morte) provide con rmation that certain disturbmces
are unavoidable aspects of the human condition. As with Epicurean eth-
ical theory generally, the goals of Epicurean pronouncements on politics
are to distinguish clearly the relevant disturbances that genuinely cannot
be avoided from those that can, and to help in mitigating the former and
avoiding the latter. More than this is not possible. Not even the best human
life is entirely free from d.isturhance.I5°

"7 See Armstrong, ch. 6 of this volume, pp. 112-13.
“B KD :3: ‘There was never any use in securing safety from other men, if the heavens, and what is

beneath the earth, and in general what is in in nite space are suspect to us.’
‘*9 Col. 27,27-9 Dorandi. My new text reads iv; [u . .] . . . ["roT; c':]]vo<y|<oiio1§ §'|jroc|<-ro[\‘:g

'n'poo']|o'q/coo"! 9op\'1§Ij3c_;u§ (‘in order that. . . they not introduce unnecessary troubles and add them
to the unavoidable ones’).

‘5° On this point see ch. 10 by Kirk Sanders in this volume, pp. 231-4.



CHAPTER 6

Epicurean virtues, Epicurean iendsh/:p.' Cicero
vs r/Je Herculaneum pap)/rz'

Dmzid/lrmst"r0ng

Philodernus claims in On. Dear/a (De marte) that Epicureans, ‘though
unaware through some unavoidable cause that now, and quickly, the
paragraph—rnark and end oflife was approaching, the minute this becomes
visible to the eye, can take swiftesr survey ofit in a manner that is a mystery
unspeakable to the tininitiate (érpp a-cog "roig otyvoo oiv). Because ofrheir
having enjoyed everything, and because of the complete lack ofpcrception
diat they know will engulf them, they breathe their last in such calm as if
they had never turned their attention away from death for a moment.“
Similar language ofmystery and initiation is frequent in Epicurean eth-

ical discourse. The ‘mystery’ offriendship is set forth in VS 52: ‘Friendship
dances round the whole civilized world, heralding to us in very deed to
awake and call each other blessed’ (13 <p17\io: nsprxopsosi "r v oikouuévnv
KT] putrouooc 81'] Troccnv uiv éysipecr on értl "row uoxozpiouov). Cyril Bai-
ley ignores the mystery-initiation language in his note on the passage?
A. ]. Festugiere, however, showed convincingly that ‘[t]he whole sentence
is full of reminiscences of the language peculiar to Greek mysticism’? The
‘heralding’ is that of the Eleusinian mysteries, which from the very start
had hereditary heralds, or Kerykes —~ as well as that ofHermetic mysticism.
i/liwaking’ is also a termwith mystic connotations, as in the Pauline sentence
‘Awake thou that sleepest ( yeipe 6 1<cx9e\’15cov) and arise from the dead,
and Christ shall give thee light. ’4 ‘Calling each other blessed’ (ucxkocpiouog)
evokes the typical greeting between initiates: ‘thou art blessed’ (ucxrzocpiog
ti). Fesrugiere did not mention neplxopeuei (‘dances round about’), bur

This chapter was rst given as the Clark Lecture in Classics at Brigham Young University in February
2on7; I am grateful to the audiences comments there, especially to Richard Lounsbury for reminding
me that many ancient sources rank Cassius higher than Brutus. Many thanks for criticism and help
with this chapter are also due to participants at the Mackinac conference, especially ]eH-' Fish, Kirk
Sanders and Michael \'*l7igod.sky.
Col. 39,15-25. 2 Bailey r926: 383-4.

3 Festugiere I955: 46-7 n. 45. On Epicurean mysticism about Friendship and the gods, ::F. Koch 1005.
4 Ep/5. 5.14.
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